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(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis is a military biography of Benjamin Huger. His reputation before the 

Civil War was that of a distinguished and highly competent ordnance officer. Huger’s 

brief and disappointing tenure as a Confederate division commander profoundly changed 

this. Students and historians of the Civil War remember him only as the one who let 

General George B. McClelland’s army escape certain destruction during the 1862 

Peninsula Campaign. 

The scope of this study is limited to Huger’s life prior to his resignation from the 

U.S. Army. It begins with a brief discussion of his family, the influential Hugers of 

South Carolina. Huger’s father, Francis Kinloch Huger, receives special attention as one 

who had a major impact on his son’s life. He taught young Huger the importance of 

personal integrity, self-reliance, and the value of a scientific education. These factors 

accounted for much of Huger’s success as an officer in America’s antebellum Army. 

Huger’s professional growth occurred during a time of great technological change. 

Three periods emerge. From 1825-1846, Huger established his reputation as a promising 

young ordnance officer. He began his long association with Alfred Mordecai, and the



development of the Army’s first system of artillery. During the Mexican War, Huger 

served as Winfield Scott’s chief of ordnance, and as commander of that army’s siege 

train. His three brevet promotions for "gallantry and meritorious conduct" gave him the 

rank of colonel. Huger’s final thirteen years in the Ordnance Department saw the 

completion of the Army’s system of artillery. His experiments with breechloading and 

rifled small arms were also noteworthy. This work contributed materially to the creation 

of a system of rifled weapons for American infantry and cavalry. 

By 1861, Huger was near the pinnacle of his profession. When he resigned in 

April of that year, he took over thirty-five years of experience with him. The breadth 

and depth of his expertise made him America’s foremost authority on the subject of 

heavy artillery. He was as knowledgeable about small arms as any officer in the Army. 

He had served as an inspector of ordnance, commandant of the Fort Monroe, Va. and 

Pikesville, Md. arsenals, and superintendent of the Harpers Ferry Armory. Huger’s 

contributions to the Confederacy would never be as great.
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MAJOR GENERAL BENJAMIN HUGER, CIRCA 1863



INTRODUCTION 

Americans have long been fascinated by their Civil War. There has been a 

tendency to view that conflict as a barometer for determining the historical value of many 

of our nineteenth century soldiers. The clashing of sabers, the roar of artillery, and the 

rush of massed infantry attacks conjure up images as romantic and awe-inspiring as they 

are tragic and mournful. We celebrate the heroic, eulogize the dead, and ignore the 

mediocre. 

Historians have resoundingly cast Benjamin Huger into the last-named category. 

Where Huger’s name appears at all, it is unhesitatingly associated with his disappointing 

performance during the 1862 Peninsula Campaign. History also records his perceived 

indifference over the Confederacy’s loss of Norfolk, Virginia while he commanded that 

district. After such a dismal showing, so the argument goes, where else but to the 

Trans-Mississippi Department might he go to be out of harm’s way? The implication is 

that President Jefferson Davis acted only in honor of their friendship in the antebellum 

Army when he re-assigned Huger to that strategic backwater. 

Traces of truth exist in the foregoing interpretation. Most of the errors are 

matters of degree; others are sheer fabrication. Yet this discussion concerns only 

isolated elements of a very brief, albeit controversial chapter of Huger’s life. More 

importantly, the infamy of these five months of 1862 have eclipsed over thirty-five years 

of highly esteemed military service.



Huger’s true place in American military history derives not from his experience 

as a field commander, but as a soldier-scientist in America’s antebellum Army. From 

his West Point graduation in 1825 until the outbreak of the Civil War, Huger participated 

in an important period of growth and maturation of America’s military establishment. 

These years saw the U.S. Army evolve from a small force preoccupied with frontier and 

coastal defense into one which would meet the demands of total war. 

The creation of an entirely new generation of weaponry greatly facilitated this 

development. It was within this context that Huger earned his reputation as one of the 

Ordnance Department’s most valuable officers. His work with heavy ordnance made him 

the Army’s leading authority in that field. In 1851, his Instruction for Heavy Artillery 

became the Army’s standard text on the subject of siege and garrison artillery. His other 

work included America’s first attempts to perfect a design for long-range rifled cannon. | 

Huger’s expertise was not confined to the use of artillery. As a conspicuous and 

highly respected member of numerous ordnance boards, he played a dominant role in the 

Army’s first meaningful attempt to systematize the design, manufacture, and procurement 

of its weapons. Together with his close friend and fellow officer Alfred Mordecai, 

Huger guided the development of an entirely new generation of weaponry of all classes. 

The culmination of over fifteen years’ work resides in the reports of the 1855 and 1858 

  

1Benjamin Huger, Instruction for Heavy Artillery; Prepared by a Board of Officers 

(Washington, 1851). Huger directed the work of four other ordnance and artillery 

officers. Accompanying Huger in this effort was a long time friend, Capt. Robert 

Anderson, later known for his defense of Fort Sumter.



ordnance boards. Their combined efforts brought into existence virtually every weapon 

used during the Civil War. 

Huger’s ordnance duties did not insulate him from the horrors of battle. The 

outbreak of war with Mexico found the forty-two-year-old captain serving in Winfield 

Scott’s army. His dual role made him Scott’s chief of ordnance and commander of the 

army’s sizeable siege train. By all accounts he met his responsibilities in an efficient and 

congenial manner that greatly impressed General Scott. He won particular praise for his 

"gallant and meritorious conduct" at the battles of Vera Cruz, Molino Del Rey, and 

Chapultepec. Three brevet promotions raised him to the rank of colonel. 

It was a personal tragedy that such credentials so quickly and completely faded 

from the public’s memory. By 1865, few people recalled how both South Carolina and 

Virginia openly lobbied for Huger’s services just four years earlier. By the time of 

Huger’s death in 1877, his name was largely associated with the South’s shortcomings 

while seeking nationhood. Huger’s immediate family was incensed over the General’s 

soiled public reputation. They began to counter what they felt were inaccurate statements 

found in many of the published memoirs, essays, and biographies of the time. For the 

most part their efforts failed. Confronted with publishers who profited from perpetuating 

the conventional wisdom, they eventually let the matter die. As Confederate and Union 

veterans continued to debate old campaigns, Huger rarely garnered any more attention 

than that of an occasional footnote. 

The intention of this study is to shift the focus of our examination of Huger. Its 

premise accepts the notion that during the summer of 1862, Huger was well beyond his 
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prime. Still, loose statements characterizing him as "devoid of imagination and 

enterprise and even of energy,” are grossly shortsighted. A thorough examination of 

Huger’s military record reveals a legacy that far outweighs his real or imagined 

ineptitude during the Civil War. The following pages constitute a small effort aimed at 

redressing this imbalance.” 

  

2Quotations are from Stephan W. Sears, To the Gates of Richmond: the Peninsular 

Campaign (New York, 1992), 284.



CHAPTER ONE 

"OUR YOUNG ACHILLES" 

Residents of Charleston’s Legare Street could not help but notice the activity at 

Number Thirteen. For several days the handsome carriages had come and gone, some 

remaining longer than others. From time to time, groups of people congregated at the 

street as departees briefly chatted with those just arriving. 

That all were finely dressed, leading citizens of the city was not so unusual; 

Legare Street passed through the most elite neighborhood of post-Civil War Charleston. 

What was unusual was the nearly constant drone of street-side whispers and hushed 

conversation. Even the cold December air failed to keep the visitors away. 

Inside the stately home at Number Thirteen, former Confederate Major General 

Benjamin Huger received his guests. Conversations were necessarily short. A stroke 

on November 18, 1877 had greatly thickened his speech and left him bedridden. The 

General’s older sister, Elizabeth Pinckney Huger, scribbled messages to his sons, giving 

them the latest news and imploring them to leave for Charleston as soon as possible. In 

the meantime, Huger slept between his more lucid moments. Often he asked to see his 

children. 

When Huger arrived some weeks earlier, he doubtless recalled a lifetime of 

memories. With so many of his old friends and extended family here, Charleston should 

have felt like home. Perhaps he paused briefly along East Battery Street, gazing across 
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Charleston harbor toward Fort Sumter. If so, he would have remembered his abrupt 

departure from Charleston seventeen years ago: a mission of peace in the midst of crisis. 

At the time, Huger was a man of considerable influence trying desperately to preserve 

the old Union. Now, like Sumter itself, the old general was a relic from another age. | 

The years following the Civil War had not been good ones. Financial losses, 

deaths in his family, and problems with his own deteriorating health marked Huger’s 

retirement. Furthermore, he was unwelcome in many parts of South Carolina and 

Virginia for his lukewarm support of secession, and his lethargy during the 1862 

Peninsula Campaign. Consequently, the General’s visits to South Carolina, and to 

Charleston in particular, were short and infrequent. Huger had been, in his sister’s 

" 
words, "an exile ... as much as if he had been a Frenchman or a Pole." Acutely aware 

of his public fall from grace, Huger spent his postwar years with his family, first in 

Baltimore, then on a farm in Fauquier County, Virginia. 

Yet even as he lay dying, ghosts from the war years resurfaced in a recent work 

entitled, The American Encyclopedia. A biographical sketch of General Huger briefly 

rekindled the issue of his Confederate war record. Co-edited by ex-Assistant Secretary 

  

‘Huger was originally pronounced "oo’-zhay", reflecting the family’s French 

heritage. The pronunciation eventually changed to "u’-gee", although it is difficult to 

know how the family pronounced it by the late nineteenth century. For the 

circumstances surrounding Benjamin Huger’s death, see, Elizabeth Pinckney Huger to 

Frank Huger, Nov. 28, Dec. _, 1877 and May 6, 1878, Benjamin Huger Papers, 

University of Virginia.



of War Charles A. Dana, the book had the appearance of official sanction. Even if it 

sold well only in the Northern states, that would be embarrassing enough. 

It must have been an extremely awkward situation. Huger’s sister, desiring to 

keep the news from her dying brother, nevertheless labored at the last minute to extract 

from him something close to a definitive rebuttle. She asked him about his reassignment, 

and if he had ever been officially censured for his actions. Huger replied only that, 

"there had been that report of Longstreet’s, but he retracted it." She deplored the 

indignity of a written statement, and did not push the issue any further. On December 

7, General Huger quietly passed away, pursued to the end by the cloud of his four years 

of Confederate service.” 

Among those who knew him, Benjamin Huger was an affable, gracious gentleman 

soldier. Born on November 22, 1805, near the south fork of the Santee River, he was 

a fourth generation South Carolinian. He descended from the first Hugers who arrived 

in America in 1686 by way of England. Like many French Huguenots, they fled their 

native country after Louis XIV’s revocation of the Edict of Nantes. 

The Hugers established a long history of public service, from the colonial era 

through the antebellum period. Daniel Huger, one of Huger’s granduncles, was a 

  

2Benjamin Huger to Frank Huger, Jan. 11, 1868; Benjamin Huger to Thomas 

Pinckney Huger, Aug. 29, 1875; Benjamin Huger to Frank Huger, March 1, 1877, 

Benjamin Huger Papers, Virginia. In exile, Huger quoted from Elizabeth Pinckney 

Huger to Frank Huger, May 6, 1878, Benjamin Huger Papers, Virginia. Deaths in 
Huger’s family refer to those of his wife and eldest son, Benjamin Huger to Raleigh E. 

Colston, July 3, 1872, Raleigh Edward Colston Papers, Southern Historical Collection, 

University of North Carolina.



member of both the Continental Congress and the United States House of 

Representatives. Cousin Daniel Elliott Huger was a prominent circuit court judge and 

United States Senator. Huger’s granduncle, Alfred Huger, served thirty years as 

Charleston’s postmaster. His grandfather, Maj. Benjamin Huger, befriended the Marquis 

de Lafayette and the Baron de Kalb upon their covert arrival in the colonies during the 

Revolutionary War. Huger’s own father, Francis Kinloch Huger, was a colonel of 

artillery during the War of 1812. He later served as a delegate to both houses of South 

Carolina’s legislature. 

As members of Charleston’s social and political elite, the Hugers naturally 

maintained very cordial relations with many of the city’s most prominent families. The 

Middletons, Calhouns, Pinckneys, and Rutledges were among their closest friends. 

Bound also to these families by marriage, the Hugers were equally influential in South 

Carolina politics. Even during the nullification debates and the crisis over secession, the 

Hugers commanded respect despite their generally Unionist sentiments.° 

Such a distinguished pedigree conferred great things to young Huger. But it was 

largely to his father that he would owe so much of his success in life. According to 

sister Elizabeth Huger, Francis Kinloch Huger "was the guide, guardian, planner and 

tt promoter of everything good and pleasant with us." The elder Huger was somewhat of 

  

3The Hugenot Society, "Pedigree of Huger, of South Carolina," Transactions of the 

Hugenot Society LXXII (1967), 3; T. Tileston Wells, The Hugers of South Carolina 

(New York, 1931), 11-13. Elizabeth Pinckney Huger, "Writing Book of Elizabeth 

Pinckney Huger 1879," Huger Family Papers, South Carolina Historical Society.



a renaissance man. He spoke French fluently and was reportedly as comfortable in the 

garden as he was reading Plato, Socrates, and Montaigne.4 

Francis Huger grew up without a father of his own. When he was five, the 

Major died during the British siege of Charleston. Huger remained under the care of his 

mother and grandmother until he reached legal age. He was apparently an excellent 

student, endowed with a fair amount of determination and an adventuresome spirit. By 

the age of twenty he was studying medicine at the University of Vienna--a venture made 

possible by his mother’s wealth, and the settlement of his father’s sizeable estate. 

In 1794, Huger met Dr. Justus Bollman during the course of his medical studies 

in Vienna. This acquaintance enabled Bollman to recruit the young man in a daring 

attempt to rescue a fellow revolutionary then held in Austria. The revolutionary was 

Gen. Lafayette, the famous friend of Huger’s deceased father. 

By this time, Lafayette had already spent two years in a prison cell near Olmutz. 

He had fled France two years earlier after a disagreement with the increasingly restive 

radical element in Paris. Unfortunately, political intrigue delivered him directly into the 

hands of France’s archrival, Austria. To Francis Huger, Bollman’s scheme was an 

opportunity to pay tribute not only to Lafayette, but to the memory of Huger’s father. 

  

4Blizabeth Huger, "Writing Book," 4; Mary Esther Huger, Recollection of a Happy 
Childhood (Pendleton, S.C., 1976), 21. Both of these works contain a staggering 
amount of personal remembrances and family history. Particularly important to this 

study are the insights into Francis Huger’s character and personality.



Huger paid dearly for his idealism. The escape attempt was a dismal failure, 

resulting in the capture of all three. Huger and Bollman were mistakenly set free after 

several months in prison; Lafayette languished in his cell for another three years. 

Lafayette remained deeply touched by the efforts of his erstwhile rescuers. For Francis 

Kinloch Huger, the affair underscored a profound sense of duty and self-sacrifice that he 

would later pass on to his eldest son.> 

Huger returned home to establish his place in Southern planter society. Before 

the age of thirty, his inheritance included a home in Charleston, sixty to seventy slaves, 

and a rice plantation named Alderly on the Waccamaw River outside Georgetown. In 

addition, Clermont, his mother’s home near Statesburg, offered a respite from the 

frequently unhealthy tidewater summers. 

In January of 1802, Francis Huger married Harriott Lucas Pinckney, at Eldorado 

on the South Santee. Their first child, Elizabeth Pinckney Huger, was born in 

Charleston two years later. She was followed by Benjamin, Anne Isabella (1807), Frank 

(1811), Thomas Pinckney (1815), Cleland Kinloch (1818), Mary Esther (1820), and 

  

Wells, The Hugers of South Carolina, 3-11. A more complete account of this 

bazaar adventure may be found in Andreas Latzko, Lafayette: A Life (New York, 

1936), 256-263. Francis Huger first met Lafayette in early June, 1777 when the Marquis 

and Baron de Kalb landed by accident on the beach of his father’s plantation. He was 

not yet three years old at the time, so he had no recollection of his own of the meeting. 

Lafayette and de Kalb remained a few days as guests of Maj. Huger, who then assisted 

them in their journey to Charleston. Maj. Huger’s plantation was on the northern tip of 
North Island, six miles south of Georgetown. Writers Program, South Carolina. A 

Guide to the Palmetto State (New York, 1963), 388-89. 
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Harriott Hozzy (1822). At first, the Hugers alternated between Charleston and 

Clermont, but by the time Frank was born, Clermont was their permanent home. 

Clermont was built for Francis Huger’s mother and grandmother just after the 

Revolutionary War. Situated five miles north of Statesburg, the home sat on acreage 

enough to grow corn, wheat, and an adequate garden. It provided a comfortable 

lifestyle, but one that still depended largely upon the wealth from the rice plantation at 

Alderly.® 

Clermont was young Benjamin Huger’s boyhood home. "Brought up to be 

atheletic, healthy and industrious", he learned to handle a plow, raise livestock, and a 

host of other farm chores usually reserved for those of lower social standing. His 

father’s preference for austerity despite their wealth sometimes disagreed with his 

mother, yet this theme dominated the household. 

Young Huger’s academic challenges probably equalled those of his farm chores. 

Like his brothers and sisters, he began his lessons at an early age under his father’s close 

supervision. Francis Huger apparently enjoyed his role as headmaster. He demanded 

the best from his charges, while encouraging their curiosity. It may well have been the 

elder Huger who discovered his son’s aptitude for mathematics and the physical sciences. 

Certainly he had much to do with the young man’s great fondness for literature. 

Francis Huger did much more than address his son’s academic needs. His strong 

hand certainly influenced young Huger’s personality and character. Consequently, Huger 

  

SF lizabeth Huger, "Writing Book," 1-2; Mary Huger, Recollection, 15. 
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learned to approach tasks methodically and carefully, preferring function over form. He 

would come to value self-discipline and patience for their utility in bringing order to 

chaos. Above all, Huger certainly inherited his father’s "natural politeness" and "good 

heart"--two qualities that would grant him many lasting friendships. ’ 

While his sisters and younger brother continued their education at home, Huger’s 

formal schooling began at the age of twelve. For the next three years, he attended 

Lodabar, a local boys’ academy. Here Huger prepared for his first step toward 

manhood: admission to the United States Military Academy at West Point.® 

It is impossible to say for sure how much of this idea was Huger’s, and how 

much belonged to his father. Certainly Francis Huger long held the hope that his eldest 

son should receive a first rate education. At the time, West Point offered one of the very 

few scientific curriculums in the country. An added benefit was the discipline that came 

with attending a military institution. This point was not lost on Huger’s father, who so 

deeply believed in discipline himself. It is probably safe to assume that over the years 

Huger grew into his father’s expectations as he became aware of his own talents and 

  

™Mary Huger, Recollection, 14-15, 17, 21. Quotes are attributed to Mary Huger’s 

older sister, Elizabeth, and are found on page 14. Observations regarding Benjamin 

Huger’s academic strengths derive from his father’s application for his West Point 
warrant and from Huger’s marks as a cadet. Francis Huger to Sec. of War John C. 

Calhoun, Feb. 16, 1821, Cadet Application Papers and Merit Rolls of the U.S. Military 

Academy, National Archives. 

Elizabeth Huger, "Writing Book,” 2. 
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interests. Besides, for young men of similar backgrounds, West Point was an 

exceedingly obvious choice. 

On February 16, 1821, Francis Huger applied to Secretary of War John C. 

Calhoun for his son’s admission warrant to West Point. The senior Huger proudly wrote 

that his son "is turned fifteen and has passed this school thus far (to say the least) without 

impeachment to his character or capacity." He further reported that the young man "is 

a good arithmetician, [and] has some turn for drawing." Huger’s father concluded his 

letter with references to his family’s esteemed lineage, a mere formality given Calhoun’s 

and Francis Huger’s years of friendship. On March 16, young Huger received word of 

his acceptance.” 

June 12 presented the prospective cadet with his first glimpse of the Academy. 

As he approached the Point from the broad Hudson River, he was probably as 

apprehensive as he was elated. Like most other cadets, this was Huger’s first stride into 

the world beyond his home. For the next four years, he would be far beyond the support 

of family and friends. Four years would be a long time to this young man of fifteen. 

The campus of the Academy consisted of several stone buildings laid out along 

an avenue in a lazy "L" configuration. From east to west along the base of the "L" 

stood the cadet barracks, followed by the Academy itself, and the mess hall. Beyond the 

mess hall, the avenue veered sharply to the northwest, leading to the residences of the 

  

Francis Huger to Sec. of War John C. Calhoun, Feb. 16, 1821; Benjamin Huger 

to Sec. of War John C. Calhoun, March 17, 1821, Cadet Application Papers, National 
Archives. 
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superintendent and faculty members. Continuing, the road eventually descended to the 

harbor. From any point along this route, the drill field extended for roughly half a mile 

to the right. 

Cadets were housed in the two barracks buildings arranged perpendicular to each 

other. "Old North" was three stories high and contained forty rooms, each 

accommodating four cadets in a space measuring twenty-five by fourteen feet. Its 

complement, "Old South," had an additional floor and ten more rooms, but the rooms 

were much smaller and held only three cadets. With such cramped quarters, it is little 

wonder that every piece of furniture and personal belonging had its place according to 

regulations. 10 

A short, well worn path west of the South Barracks terminated at the eastern end 

of the Academy itself. The Academy’s two stories held the chapel, the library, and 

faculty offices, in addition to the classrooms. Cadets quickly familiarized themselves 

with this building. Here they spent more than fifty-two hours per week in class, each 

Monday through Saturday. On Sundays, attendance was strictly required at Chapel. 

  

10Joseph P. James, "Life at West Point One Hundred Years Ago," Mississippi 

Valley Historical Review, XXI (1944-1945) 24, 28; Stanley L. Falk, "Soldier- 

Technologist: Major Alfred Mordecai and the Beginnings of Science in the United States 
Army," (dissertation, Georgetown University, 1958), 30. Falk’s study of Alfred 

Mordecai contains many references to Huger. Beginning as cadets at West Point, the 

two became intimate friends throughout their years of ordnance duty. Mordecai entered 

West Point in 1819 and by Huger’s junior year was an assistant instructor of Natural and 

Experimental Philosophy. Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 91; Alfred Mordecai Papers, 

"Personal Memoranda," 11, Library of Congress. 
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The Mess Hall was likewise two stories high, with segregated dining rooms for 

cadets and officers. The fare was typically bland. It consisted mainly of "Bull beef" and 

potatoes, accompanied by bread of sometimes questionable freshness. According to one 

account, the only consolation for the limited menu was found in the generous nature of 

the servings. !! 

As with the other sixty-four "fourth year men" or "plebes" of his class, Huger 

first reported to the Adjutant to register and receive his orders. He next paid a visit to 

the storekeeper, from whom each cadet purchased his uniform and other supplies. 

Among these first items would have been an account book, in which Huger was to 

balance his debts against his twenty-four dollar monthly allowance. After checking into 

his room in the South Barracks, Huger proceeded to the drillfield where other cadets 

were pitching their tents in preparation for the annual summer encampment. 

Huger and the other new cadets were divided into sections, each under the 

command of a "second year man." Under his leadership, the cadets began learning the 

rudiments of military drill, including the manual of arms. Making all of this even more 

  

11 Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 30-31, 45; James, “Life at West Point," 35, 37; 

U.S. Military Academy, Regulations of the United States Military Academy, at West 

Point (New York: 1823), 13, Appendix A. 
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difficult were the uncomfortable new uniforms and the awkwardness of the eleven pound, 

standard-issue flintlock musket of the time. !2 

New cadets also received academic instruction in preparation for the entrance 

examinations held in late June. The exams were oral and were only meant to show 

proficiency in mathematics and English grammar. Upon passing, a cadet was admitted 

to the Academy on a provisional basis. Permanent assignment would come with the 

successful completion of the upcoming term and related exams held in January. On June 

26, 1821, Huger passed his entrance examination. 

The news was undeniably welcomed at home. Yet there was evidence that the 

new cadet had become overly impressed with himself and his new friends. In a letter 

that probably mirrored the family’s sentiments, Huger’s uncle was blunt with his 

wayward nephew. He began by sternly admonishing the young man for “undertak[ing] 

to speak of the qualifications of the professors" after just five days at West Point. 

"Young people," Uncle Huger continued, "who are necessarily without experience 

usually suffer themselves to be carried away by first impressions." He concluded by 

  

120rders Relating to Benjamin Huger, U.S.M.A. Archives, Post Orders No. 2; 

Mordecai, "Personal Memoranda," 7, Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 28, 30, 32; James, 

"Life at West Point," 22; The $24 dollar monthly allowance figure is for 1823. Of this 

total, $12 was a subsistence credit. Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 38. 
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urging his nephew "to depend upon your own discretion ... to promote your success in 

life."!5 

The annual summer encampment was meant primarily to acquaint the cadets with 

army life. It must have been a welcome change to those who had already spent the 

previous year in the cramped, dingy barracks. The encampment extended from July 1 

through August 31, and included a two- to four-week overland expedition with musket 

and full marching gear. The route varied from year to year, taking the cadets through 

numerous towns and cities where they were kindly and enthusiastically received. To 

Superintendent Sylvanus Thayer, these excursions also presented opportunities for the 

Academy to promote a martial tradition in a country not yet forty years old. 

The expedition of 1821 took the cadets as far as Boston. Huger continued to 

write home, recording his observations along his company’s route. Aside from the 

physical demands, he seems to have enjoyed his first introduction to soldiering. Perhaps 

the experience also allowed him to look at himself and his comrades in a different light. 

Certainly Huger’s uncle detected a change in attitude, judging from his more conciliatory 

  

13U.S$.M.A., Regulations, 13; James, "Life at West Point," 22-23; Orders Relating 

to Benjamin Huger, Post Orders No. 1; Benjamin Huger to Benjamin Huger, July 12, 

1821, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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letter of October 27. Assuring his nephew that "the body habituates itself to labor," he 

referred to Huger as, "our young Achilles." 14 

The end of summer signaled the return to barracks in preparation for the academic 

year. A host of new rules accompanied the move. Generally speaking, all cadets were 

to maintain "the property and decorum of a gentleman." Obviously this gave the 

Academy broad discretionary powers to censure a wide array of behaviors. By now, 

every cadet well understood the prohibitions against mustaches and beards, gambling, 

liquor, tobacco, unapproved absences, and duelling. However, occupation of the 

barracks came with additional regulations. Cadets could not "scuffle" in or near the 

buildings, make unnecessary noises, or cook or "entertain" in quarters. As a reflection 

of West Point’s adherence to democratic ideals, the regulations also forbade waiters and 

horses. 

It would be naive to assume that many of the regulations were not at least 

occasionally ignored. A popular infraction was the practice of cooking in the barracks 

to avoid mess hall meals. These gatherings often encouraged other illicit activities like 

smoking, gambling, and drinking. But one need not remain in the barracks buildings for 

  

14yames, "Life at West Point," 23, 28; Mordecai, "Personal Memoranda,” 8-9; Falk, 

"Soldier-Technologist," 37-38, 61; Benjamin Huger to Benjamin Huger, Oct. 27, 1821, 

Huger Papers, Virginia. The length of the summer excursions are based upon Alfred 
Mordecai’s experiences. By 1821 he had completed two such trips: to Poughkeepsie in 

1819, and to Philadelphia and Long Island in 1820. The Oct. 27 letter also hinted at a 

possible rift between Huger and his father. In it, Huger’s uncle clearly states his 

intention not to upstage his brother, and directs his nephew to look to his own father for 

advice. Possibly it is simple coincidence, but there are no surviving letters from Huger’s 

father during his tenure as a cadet. 
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such indulgences. More daring souls occasionally availed themselves of the gaiety 

offered by three local drinking establishments, including the legendary Benny Havens’s 

tavern. 

It is difficult to say with any certainty whether or not Huger participated in any 

of these kinds of activities. If so, there are no records to support the notion. Certainly 

his close friends belonged to a more sober and studious crowd. Cadet Alfred Mordecai 

was, at the age of seventeen, an acting professor of mathematics. Alexander Bache, later 

a noted American scientist, graduated first in Huger’s class. 15 

Huger’s daily academic schedule literally occupied every moment of his waking 

hours. Reveille awakened him at dawn; roll call followed immediately thereafter. For 

the next thirty minutes, he and his roommates busily cleaned their room, accoutrements 

and arms in preparation for morning inspection. With inspection completed by sunrise, 

Huger studied his math lessons from the previous day. At 7 a.m., he marched off to 

breakfast, for which he was allotted a half hour. Guard mounting and class parade then 

filled in the last half hour before his 8 a.m. class. 

Huger’s schedule of study was common to other fourth year men. His first class 

was "Recitations in Mathematicks," which lasted three hours. He then returned to his 

room to study math for another hour before reporting for "Study and Recitations of 

French." At 1 p.m., he again filed into the mess hall with his comrades for dinner, after 

  

15U.S.M.A., Regulations, 2-4; Falk, "Soldier-Technologist,” 54, 57, 70; James, 
"Life at West Point," 35; "Register of Merit," 1817-1835. U.S.M.A. Archives, West 

Point. 
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which he was free until 2 p.m. He then reported once again to French class, his last two 

hour block. 

The end of class signaled the beginning of daily military drill. After assembling 

on the drillfield, the cadets spent their remaining daylight hours learning the "school of 

the soldier," and "guard and police duties of privates." Dress parade followed, with roll 

call once again at sunset. 

Dismissal from dress parade ended the most rigorous portion of Huger’s day. He 

and his classmates ate supper for the next half hour, then returned to their rooms to study 

until tattoo, at 9:30 p.m. Roll call came one last time, followed by inspection, then 

finally, lights out at 10 p.m.!© ~ 

Huger’s weekend schedule was different, but no less structured. He attended 

classes on Saturdays as well, although the Academy allowed one or two additional hours 

for recreation. Sunday morning dress parade preceded mandatory church services and 

enforced study hours. If nothing else, the rigidity of this course of study certainly 

reflected the values of Huger’s father. 

West Point was primarily a school for engineering despite its military 

organization. Patterned after the French Ecole Polytechnique, its mission was to supply 

the United States with qualified civil engineers. Such skills were crucially important to 

America in the first few decades after the revolution. The young nation sorely needed 

a vast infrastructure of roads, canals, harbors, and coastal fortifications to stimulate 

  

16. S.M.A., Regulations, Appendix A; Falk, "Solider-Technologist," 52. 
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commerce and improve its national defense. Therefore, graduates of the Academy were 

scientists first and tacticians second. 

The curriculum reflected this. With his freshman year completed, Huger then 

supplemented his math and French studies with a class in drawing. He saw physics and 

chemistry completely replace mathematics and French in his third year. Drawing 

continued for another year, but emphasized landscapes and topography instead of the 

human figure. Huger’s only study of tactics and strategy came in his senior year, 

complementing "Engineering and the Military Art." He completed his formal education 

with studies in history, ethics, mineralogy, geography, and another year of 

chemistry. 17 

A look at Huger’s academic performance and military achievements reveal further 

insights into his character and aptitudes. Above all else, he seems to have become more 

self-disciplined. This is evident in his class ranking, which shows consistent, steady 

progress throughout his tenure as a cadet. His conscientiousness and reliability are 

likewise reflected in the consistency with which he distinguished himself for good 

  

17U,.S.M.A., Regulations, Appendix A; Russell F. Weigley, The American Way of 

War (Bloomington, Ind., 1973), 55, 81. "Natural and Experimental Philosophy” is 

comparable to today’s Physics. It included the study of "staticks," "dynamicks," 

"hydrostaticks,". "hydrodynamicks," pneumatics, magnetism, electricity, optics, and 

astronomy. West Point’s class in Engineering consisted of the "science of artillery," 

field fortifications, permanent fortifications, "grand tactics," and civil and military 

architecture. Fluency in French had immediate utility since many of the Academy’s 

textbooks were printed in French. 
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conduct. He also assumed more responsibility with each new term, eventually attaining 

an officer’s rank. 

Huger’s academic standing, was seldom dazzling. Yet his marks indicated a high 

degree of solid scientific scholarship. His father had correctly assessed his son as "a 

good arithmetician," and one who possessed "some turn for drawing." He was probably 

not surprised to hear that young Huger’s mathematics ranking placed him in the upper 

one third of his sixty-five member freshman class. During his sophomore year, Huger’s 

class rank advanced him to the first section, or most accelerated group of students. This 

was no mean feat; eighteen of his classmates had "washed out” after the first year. 

Huger placed even higher in drawing: a consistent nine or ten out of the forty-six cadets 

who remained. 

Huger’s class standing dramatically improved between Huger’s sophomore and 

senior years. Once again, he did so while his class lost another nine cadets. Led by 

high marks in engineering, chemistry, mineralogy, and tactics, he jumped from fourteen 

in order of general merit to eight. 

The same was true of Huger’s standing in the Corps of Cadets. He rose from 2nd 

Corporal to 4th Sergeant during the summer 1823 encampment. One year later, he was 

lst Lieutenant Huger, "Superintendent of the 2nd Division of the south side, South 

Barracks." Huger commanded the 1st Company, Corps of Cadets by the time of his 

August, 1825 graduation. 18 

  

181) § M.A., "Orders Relating to Benjamin Huger," U.S. Military Academy 

Archives, 1-5. 
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In September, 1824, Lt. Huger was able to present his achievements for the 

benefit of his father, and his father’s old friend, General Lafayette. The occasion was 

Lafayette’s American tour at the invitation of President James Monroe. Lafayette and 

his entourage arrived at West Point on the 15th after a tumultuous welcome in New York 

City the previous week. 

It was a singular event: Gen. Winfield Scott, then commanding the Eastern 

Military Division, and Commanding General of the Army Jacob Brown met Lafayette 

at the Public Dock. Superintendent Thayer suspended classes for the day. The pomp 

and ceremony included artillery salutes, a tour of the grounds, and a dress parade of the 

Corps of Cadets in front of the Superintendent’s quarters. As the eldest son of 

Lafayette’s erstwhile rescuer, Huger undoubtedly took great pride in the day’s festivities. 

The presence of the Marquis forged a bond across three generations of the Huger family, 

underscoring their long history of service to their country.!? 

December, 1824 saw Huger’s notoriety and success as a cadet tempered by the 

death of his mother. She had become ill at Clermont, possibly from malaria, which had 

become increasingly prevalent in that area. Huger’s father moved his wife to 

Philadelphia, where some of his longtime friends practiced medicine. On the 27th, Mrs. 

  

Ibid, "Merit Rolls of the U.S. Military Academy," Correspondence Relating to 

the Military Academy, Record Group 94, National Archives; Mordecai, "Personal 

Memoranda," 14; Latzko, Lafayette: A Life, 345; Mary Huger, Recollections, 12. 
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Huger died after a short stay. Huger may well have attended the funeral given 

Philadelphia’s proximity to West Point, yet his past is strangely silent on this point.29 

As graduation approached, possibly Huger took time to reflect on his last four 

years. Ina manner of speaking, he had "grown into his uniform," distinguishing himself 

for conduct and academic achievement. The transition had been difficult in the 

beginning. However, he had persevered. Each new term brought increased respect from 

his superiors. Now, in his last month as a cadet, the Academy recognized Huger’s 

progress by appointing him "Marchal of the Day" for the upcoming Fourth of July 

ceremonies. On July 7, he carried out his last order as a cadet when he commanded the 

Corps’s artillery drills. 

On July 11, 1825, Cadet Huger became Bvt. 2nd Lt. Huger. His ranking of 

eighth in a class of thirty-seven was not high enough for assignment with the Engineer 

Corps, but it placed him in a top slot for service with the artillery. This distinction 

seemed not to matter for the present. His appearance on the roster of the 3rd U.S. 

  

20Mary Huger, Recollections, 12. "Orders Relating to Benjamin Huger" do not list 

any orders for leave after his 1824 summer furlough. There is also no reference in the 

"Monthly Reports of the Conduct of Cadets" to any furlough during Huger’s winter term. 
Likewise are there no letters among any of Huger’s private correspondence. It may be 

noted here that Francis Huger never remarried, although he lived for another thirty 

years. His wife was only forty-one at the time of her death. 
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Artillery was a mere formality. Huger’s first assignment took him to Harper’s Ferry for 

topographical duty with the engineers.7! 

  

21U,.5.M.A., "Orders Relating to Benjamin Huger," 1-5. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

A SCIENTIST IN UNIFORM 

Huger entered the military service at a time when the United States was still a 

developing country. The War of 1812, Britain’s last threat to American sovereignty, had 

ended just ten years earlier. If nothing else, the war had demonstrated with painful 

clarity America’s vulnerability to invasion. President Monroe therefore assembled a 

board of engineers to design an affordable system of defense. Congress’ traditional 

suspicion of standing armies promised to enliven this upcoming debate over national 

security. 

In February, 1821, the Board completed its preliminary report. Acknowledging 

the United States’ long, unprotected coastline and lack of manpower, the Board 

concluded two things. First of all, the Navy would be America’s first line of defense. 

Second, because the Navy was not formidable enough to perform this task alone, the 

Army would build a system of coastal fortifications to provide support. The protection 

afforded by these masonry bastions would allow a more economical use of America’s 

small army. Skillfully placed, these fortresses would effectively deny a suitable landing 
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site for enemy troops. Safe harbors would also give American naval vessels a safe haven 

from which to disrupt any attempted blockade. ! 

The acquisition of Florida in 1819 somewhat complicated the goals of this modest 

defensive program. The peninsula defined the United States’ southern boundary. Yet 

it did nothing to facilitate the movement of the small American navy between the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. By 1825, the Army had begun its plans to construct a 

canal across Florida, but there was no consensus on the route it should take. 

It was within this context that Huger found himself in Florida on topographical 

duty. He was to assist in recommending such a canal route given two alternatives. The 

first route commenced at the mouth of the St. Johns River near present day Jacksonville. 

Following that watercourse south toward Lake George, this proposed canal would turn 

westward at some point, either utilizing the Suwannee River or some other swamp or 

waterway farther south. The other course projected a line from St. Marys, north of 

Fernandina, along the St. Marys River through the Okefenokee Swamp. From there, the 

route headed southwest, eventually terminating in the Gulf of Mexico near St. George 

Sound via the Apalachicola or Ocklockonee rivers. 

This assignment lasted more than two years. It could not have been a very 

pleasant one, especially during the summer months. Furthermore, both of the proposed 

  

lWeigley, The American Way of War, 59-61. The 1821 plan, with its 1826 

supplement, remained essential to America’s defensive strategy until the 1880s. As an 
example of Congress’ tight funding of the military, Weigley pointed out that Congress 

reduced the Army from 10,000 troops to 6,000 immediately after the War of 1812. In 

March, 1826, the Board of Engineers finalized its report. 
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routes wound their way through endless lowland swamps and creeks no doubt thoroughly 

populated with alligators and poisonous snakes.” 

In January 1828, Huger left the Florida swamps behind to perform work more 

closely related to his interests and talents. He took a leave of absence from active duty 

and left for Europe to collect such civil and military information as would interest the 

Army. In addition, the Army apparently intended for this assignment to provide Huger 

ft with an "improvement in professional and general knowledge." Like other missions of 

its kind, Huger’s was to a considerable degree open ended and flexible within the 

parameters of his orders. 

Huger’s European assignment was hardly unusual; rather, it was part of a larger 

mosaic. America had a plan for its national defense, but lacked the proper weaponry to 

enact it. Consequently, the Army’s desire to build a domestic ordnance industry shared 

top priority with its fortification program. The Army met this challenge by sending 

scores of its best officers on fact-finding missions to Europe. From textbooks to military 

hardware, few subjects escaped their scrutiny. In addition, these American officers often 

purchased equipage that could be subsequently copied and adapted to fit domestic needs. 

  

2Unidentified order addressed to "Sir," from Washington, March 18, 1826, Huger 

Papers, Virginia; George W. Cullum, Biographical Register of the U.S. Military 
Academy at West Point (New York, 1891), 343-44. There is no evidence that the Army 

ever intended to use the second route. However, the first route appears as "proposed" 

on Army topographical maps in Calvin D. Cowles (comp.), Atlas to Accompany the 

Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington, 1891; repr., New 
York, 1983), Plate 146. 
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What they could not purchase, they committed to paper for their senior officers to inspect 

later? 

Huger’s qualifications for such a wide ranging mission may have had more to do 

with his father’s associations than with the young lieutenant himself. Sending junior 

officers on junkets to foreign countries could not have been an efficient means of 

gathering information. A nation’s military installations were no more open to the public 

then than they are today. Civilians and foreign military personnel had to be accompanied 

by an official representative of the host country in order to inspect anything of any real 

value. In order to obtain this level of cooperation, persons of unknown identity 

commonly used letters of introduction from influential sponsors. Huger’s backer was his 

father’s longtime friend, the Marquis de Lafayette. 

Huger’s travels eventually took him to Great Britain, Ireland, Sicily, and the 

Italian peninsula, but he spend most of his time in France. He arrived in Paris in early 

March, very anxious to see Lafayette. Finding the Marquis ill, Huger apparently saw 

what he could in Paris before going on to England in early April. He informed the 

  

3Not all of the Army’s missions to Europe were successful. The Ordnance board of 

1831 authorized Inspector General John E. Wool to purchase three English field pieces 

and a French siege howitzer complete with carriages, caissons, and equipment. He 

returned home with only eight cavalry sabers and belts. William E. Birkhimer, 

Historical Sketch of the Organization, Administration, Material and Tactics of the 

Artillery of the United States Army (Washington D.C., 1884), 247. 
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General that he would return in July. In the meantime, Lafayette agreed to provide his 

young friend with the proper letters of introduction.4 

On July 22, Huger returned to Paris. With Lafayette in much better health, the 

two spent a lot of time mixing business with pleasure. In his letters to his father, Huger 

marvelled at the palace of Versailles and the Chateau de Vincennes, joked about "the 

ugly women of Paris," and complained about too many boring parties. A more 

memorable experience was the opportunity to observe the proceedings of France’s 

Chamber of Deputies because of Lafayette’s membership in that body. 

Huger was not immune to news from home despite his immersion in Parisian high 

society. It was also in July that Huger first learned of the nullification controversy 

raging in South Carolina. Writing again to his father, he voiced concern over "the 

disturbance in S. Carolina, and the division of the states & civil war on account of the 
  

tariff." It must have been of some consolation that Lafayette, at least, did not take the 

news seriously.> 

  

4cullum, Biographical Register, 343-44; Benjamin Huger to Francis Huger, Mar. 

8, 1828, and Huger’s Obituary, Huger Papers, Virginia; Lafayette to Benjamin Huger, 

undated, J. Couderc(?), July 28, 1828, A. N.(?) Gabert(?), July 29, 1828, J. Couderc(?) 

to Messieurs Elisee(?) and Devillas(?), July 28, 1828, Pinckney Family Papers, South 

Carolina Historical Society. These letters of introduction provide an excellent example 

of Lafayette’s importance as Huger’s sponsor. Although very general in nature, they 

granted Huger permission to inspect virtually anything that interested him. Regarding 

Huger’s orders from the War Department, no copies have been found. 

SBenjamin Huger to Francis Huger, Mar. 8, and July 29, 1828, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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Huger’s work continued in spite of his social calendar. While in Paris, he spent 

much of his time translating into English a French artillery handbook, complete with 

detailed drawings. This work would later bring praise from Col. Joseph Totten, the 

Army’s chief engineer.® 

Huger also took great interest in the French version of England’s new "block- 

trail" artillery carriage. This was the most exciting development in carriage design since 

General Jean Gribeauval introduced his improvements to the "split-trail" carriage over 

sixty years earlier. The new design completely replaced the standard split-trail type 

carriage with one featuring a single sturdy stock. The result was a lighter, simpler 

carriage that promised greater maneuverability. News of the system’s superior 

performance gave Huger further reason for heading to Metz, where the French were 

conducting their field tests. While there, he would meet with Lt. Daniel Tyler, another 

young American artillerist who would later have much to say on the merits of the block- 

trial system (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, p. 32 and 33).’ 

  

6y oseph G. Totten to Benjamin Huger, Oct. 10, 1830 and Benjamin Huger to Francis 

Huger, Jan. 25, 1829, Ibid. 

7Benjamin Huger to Francis Huger, Mar. 8 and July 29, 1828, Ibid. American 
ordnance officers referred to the new English carriage as the "stock-trail." General Jean 

Baptiste Gribeauval’s artillery system dated to 1765. This system revolutionized the use 

of artillery by making cannons less cumbersome to deploy and supply. Besides reducing 

artillery pieces to three categories (field, siege, and seacoast), Gribeauval increased their 

range and accuracy. He also introduced what appears to be the first widespread attempt 

to manufacture interchangeable parts for the artillery. Falk, "Artillery for the Land 

Service," 98-99; Harold L. Peterson, Roundshot and Rammers (Harrisburg, PA, 1969), 

74, 
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PATTERN FOR 12-PDR FIELD GUN AND CARRIAGE 
OF THE GRIBEAUVAL SYSTEM 
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Huger already had two principal reasons for visiting Metz. They came in the 

form of the French Army’s "schools of application." The study of engineering and 

artillery were combined at one school, while the other specialized in cavalry. Here 

Huger stood to gain immensely from a wealth of information not then available in the 

United States. From the School of Application of Engineers and Artillery, Huger 

planned to study "the opening of trenches," the investment of fortresses, and "the sinking 

of mines." He looked to the cavalry school to teach him the best methods for instructing 

recruits for horse artillery service. 

Huger left Paris at the end of July. His leave of absence was to expire in 

January, which left him just five months to complete his business. Still on his itinerary 

was a cannon foundry in Stasbourg, followed by visits to Sicily, Naples, and 

Switzerland. Yet after just three weeks in Metz, Huger found that he would need more 

time. He wrote to Gen. Alexander Macomb, then commanding general of the Army, 

requesting an extension of his leave. Huger’s colleagues joked that he was "’soaping him 

[Macomb] well,’ hinting most delicately at the mighty services I am to perform for the 

country." Huger received his extension without difficulty. He then concluded his work 

in Metz and Strasbourg before returning to Paris the following J anuary.° 

Details of the last portion of Huger’s journey are scarce, although his route is 

fairly clear. After leaving Paris he added two more places to his original itinerary: the 

islands of Majorca and Malta. The formidable British fortress on Malta easily justified 

  

8Benjamin Huger to Francis Huger, Aug. 24, 1828, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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that stop. However, Huger’s extended stay on Majorca was largely for personal reasons. 

He stopped there first, spending March and April with his younger brother Frank, a 

midshipman aboard the American ship-of-the-line, Delaware. 

Huger sailed on to Sicily and Naples as originally planned. To his apparent 

surprise, he met with considerably less cooperation there than he expected. Huger 

expressed his disgust to his father: "I shall be satisfied if I never see an Italian face 

again--they are the meanest rogues on the face of the earth." Uncharacteristically harsh, 

this comment possibly reflected Huger’s frustration at having no special relationship with 

the Italian states like he had with France. This experience probably confirmed Huger’s 

appreciation for his friendship with Gen. Lafayette. 

Huger left Italy by way of the St. Bernard Pass, tracing the route of Napoleon’s 

Marengo campaign. This may have lifted his spirits, but by now he was weary and 

bored of his travels. Early in July, 1829, he arrived in Geneva, then continued his trek 

into France. Whether or not Huger returned to Paris is not known. If he had, it would 

not be surprising, given Lafayette’s age and declining health. Huger then proceeded to 

London and to Liverpool, where he at last boarded a ship for home.? 

Huger’s European tour does not appear to have conferred many immediate 

benefits upon the U.S. Army. However, Huger certainly profited personally from his 

observations as both a civilian and a military officer. From suspension bridges and 

railroads to foundries and arsenals, he saw much that impressed him. This was 

  

*Benjamin Huger to Francis Huger, Jan. 26, April 12 and July 12, 1829, ibid. 
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especially true in Britain, where the application of science and technology seemed more 

widespread. Certainly Huger saw more clearly now the challenges that he and his fellow 

officers faced as the U.S. Army pursued its modest defensive agenda. 19 

America’s relative scientific and technological inferiority was just one of the 

hurdles which the Army had to overcome. Serious material and organizational problems 

also required attention. Nowhere was the need to remedy these issues more evident than 

in the case of the Artillery Corps. 

The American Revolution left the Artillery Corps with a wide assortment of tubes, 

carriages, and ordnance. Most of these came from Britain or France, but there were 

other sources, such as Sweden. Consequently, this multiplicity of makes did not allow 

for the interchangeability of parts or ammunition. Added to the confusion were the 

various commonly accepted types and sizes of cannon. There were three categories 

depending upon need: field, heavy or siege, and seacoast (Fig. 2.3, p. 37). 

Field artillery was the lightest and most maneuverable of the three. Arrtillerists 

also called them "guns" because of the flat trajectory of their fire. This characteristic 

defined their used as anti-personnel weapons. The size of their solid shot ammunition 

ranged anywhere from one to thirty-two pounds. When loaded with canister or "grape 

shot," field artillery acted like giant shotguns (Fig. 2.4, p. 38). American field pieces 

were made of both bronze and cast iron. 

  

10Benjamin Huger to Francis Huger, ibid. 
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Siege artillery consisted of guns, howitzers, and mortars. Howitzers had a more 

arched trajectory than a gun, while mortars could fire almost vertically. Their primary 

mission was to destroy cities or infantry entrenchments by dropping their rounds onto the 

target from above. Guns of this type were effective for battering stone walls. These 

largely cast iron weapons weighed considerably more than field artillery and were far 

more cumbersome to handle. By the 1830s, heavy artillery utilized both solid shot and 

exploding shells weighing from twelve to eighty-seven pounds. 

Seacoast artillery were the largest bore pieces. Used exclusively against ships, 

they fired from atop ramparts or from casemates. These guns, howitzers and mortars 

shot iron balls and exploding shells weighing from thirty-two to 220 pounds. 

Artillery carriages also varied according to size and type, but shared the same 

basic construction. While seacoast carriages amounted to little more than massive 

wooden blocks on runners, field and siege types utilized the standard "split-trail" design. 

All were crudely made of heavy, seasoned oaken timbers, held together with cast iron 

hardware. This type of construction was also common to the horsedrawn limbers, 

caissons, and other assorted vehicles which accompanied the mobile artillery in the field 

(Fig. 2.5 p. 40).!! 

  

‘ibid, 254, 275; Harold L. Peterson, Roundshot and Rammers (Harrisburg, PA, 

1969), 57, 72, 75, 96, 106; Warren Ripley, Artillery and Ammunition of the Civil War 

(New York, 1970), 14-15. At the end of the Revolutionary War, the U.S. Army 

inherited the following sizes of guns (pounds per shot): 1, 2, 4,6, 9, 12, 24 (brass); 1, 

2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 32 (cast-iron). Mortars were made of brass and calibrated in 

inches: 4.5, 5.5, 8, 10, 13, 16. Howitzers were also measured in inches: 3.5 (cast- 

iron); 5.5, and 8 (brass). 
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Maintaining this vast collection of ordnance could only be expensive and 

problematic. In this pre-industrialized era, the manufacture and repair of so much 

weaponry and equipment required legions of specialized, well-paid craftsmen. War-time 

demands added supply and mobility problems to concerns with cost. Since the 

hodgepodge of artillery equipage presented the biggest problem, it was here that the 

Army first focused its efforts. 

Early attempts at organizing and systematizing artillery ordnance were 

inconsistent. Congress first established the Ordnance Corps in 1812, under the 

leadership of Colonel Decius Wadsworth. His most important contribution was managing 

a reduction in the variety of guns while at the same time increasing the power of the 

types he retained. However, Wadsworth never completed his work. In December, 

1820, Congress, with support of Secretary of War Calhoun, merged the Ordnance and 

Artillery corps as a cost-saving measure. This twelve-year experiment reduced the old 

Ordnance Corps to an administrative department of the Artillery. 

This arrangement proved less than satisfactory. To most artillery officers, 

ordnance duty lacked the glamour and potential for advancement that went with a field 

command. In an army where promotions were already scarce, the last point had 

particular significance. The result was that most artillery officers saw ordnance duty 

only as a temporary, undesirable assignment in their career. Rotations were frequent. 

This rapid turnover in officers only perpetuated an already serious shortage of technically 

trained ordnance specialists. Furthermore, those who remained in the Ordnance 

Department after the reorganization often fought bureaucratic battles with their more 
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artillery-minded brother officers. Meanwhile, the Army’s ordnance efforts fell farther 

behind the European systems they wished to emulate. 12 

A system of ordnance that truly met America’s needs could not be purchased 

wholesale from abroad. This was financially impossible and imprudent from the 

standpoint of national security. The Army’s needs would have to be met by American 

manufacturers. The problem was that ordnance production, especially where it 

concerned artillery, required a fairly sophisticated network of scientists and technologists. 

Antebellum America had too few of both. 

America’s scientific community was small, poorly funded, and provincial despite 

West Point’s achievements. Uniformed or not, scientists relied heavily on European 

research gleaned from published works and personal contacts. They often looked to 

colleges, scientific societies, and the military to underwrite the cost of their projects. 

Imperfect channels of communication retarded the dissemination of information. Finally, 

American scientists coexisted with inventors, who preferred the process of trial and error 

to research and quantification of results. 

The growing sophistication of heavy ordnance made the role of the scientist 

increasingly important. Trial and error were no longer an easy substitute for a thorough 

understanding of ballistics, metallurgy, and kinematics. Napoleon had already 

  

12Rirkhimer, Sketch of the Organization, Administration, Material, and Tactics of 

the Artillery of the United States Army 169, 277-80; Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 139, 

142; Peterson, 70. Wadsworth’s first steps toward consolidating artillery ordnance saw 

a reduction from ten pieces to eight. He also inaugurated the use of cast iron carriages 

for all seacoast artillery. 
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demonstrated to the world the power of an effective system of artillery. Scientifically 

addressing artillery’s limitations of weight and sluggishness is what gave him that 

opportunity. By the 1830s, American artillerymen were also looking for the most 

efficient combination of power, weight, and maneuverability. Their emphasis was on 

field artillery, but the lessons they learned found application in the design of heavy 

artillery as well. 13 

These were the salient features of the world that Lt. Huger was about to enter. 

Now twenty-five, he had taken his first steps into an exclusive society of "soldier- 

scientists." This cadre of professionals lived their lives quite apart from the rest of 

American society. Even within the Army, they were an elite by virtue of their academic 

achievements and training. 

This lifestyle shared many traits with the South Carolina upcountry society of 

Huger’s past. Both placed high value on the importance of public service. Fellowship 

and espirit de corps provided Huger with the support and sense of community normally 

associated with close family ties. Even the extent of his personal contacts depended 

largely upon his rank and the nature of his work. 

After returning from Europe, Huger filled out his next two years on various short- 

term assignments from recruitment service to ordnance duty. However, probably the two 

most important events of this period had nothing to do with his career. On February 17, 

  

13Robert V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science, 1846-1876 (New 

York, 1987), 3-4, 7, 11-12, 155, 157. 
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1831, Huger married his first cousin, Celestine Pinckney. Nine months later, their first 

child, Benjamin Jr., was born. 

In March, 1832, Huger’s promotion to Captain of Artillery provided a new home 

for his young family. Along with the captaincy came command of the Fort Monroe 

Arsenal at Old Point Comfort, Virginia. This new assignment was an important one. 

Over the next twenty years, Capt. Huger and Fort Monroe would together become 

synonymous with a long line of steady improvements in U.S. Army ordnance. 14 

In 1832, Fort Monroe was still a relatively new duty post. Located on a spit of 

sand at the tip of Virginia’s southernmost peninsula, the fort’s purpose was to protect 

Hampton Roads. Construction began on the sixty-three acre site in 1819. Yet after 

thirteen years, only the fort itself was complete. Its shape was that of an irregular 

hexagon. There were seven strong bastions: one at each of the fort’s six corners, and 

one protecting the salleyport. When completed, Fort Monroe would mount 301 rampart 

and casemated guns, including the forty at the water battery. 

The fort was a busy place when Huger arrived, and it was destined to become 

busier. Since 1824, Fort Monroe had been the location of the Army’s School of 

Artillery. Companies of new West Point graduates continually rotated through the post, 

lending a sense of motion to an otherwise monotonous routine. Adding to their numbers 

  

l4Robert M. Hay to Benjamin Huger, May 30, 1832, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Mary Huger, Recollections, 17-18; Alfred Mordecai, "The Life of Alfred Mordecai as 

Related by Himself," North Carolina Historical Review, XXII (1945), 91. Benjamin 

Huger Jr. was born on Nov. 3, 1831. Huger family gravesite, Greenmount Cemetery, 

Baltimore, MD. 
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was a contingent of engineers laboring to finish the fort’s outworks, approaches, and 

moat. Huger’s responsibilities at this time were twofold. As commander of the fort’s 

arsenal, he assumed responsibility for putting that operation in working order. As a 

captain in the Ordnance Department, Huger tested and evaluated various artillery designs 

approved by the department. 

The constant influx of people at Fort Monroe created a congenial atmosphere that 

the Hugers grew to enjoy. They seemed to entertain with some regularity, comfortably 

mixing official business with pleasure. Their more noteworthy friends were Lt. and Mrs. 

Robert E. Lee, and Lt. Joseph E. Johnston, but there were many others. Later in life, 

Huger’s colleague Alfred Mordecai remembered the Hugers for their "courteous and 

liberal hospitality. n15 

Huger’s promotion and assignment to Fort Monroe grew out of the Army’s 

lingering doubts about its system of artillery. Many high ranking officers traced their 

frustrations back to the Ordnance Corps’s 1820 consolidation with the Artillery. In June, 

1832, Congress finally responded to their concerns by recreating a separate Ordnance 

Department. To staff the new department, Secretary of War Lewis Cass turned to the 

recommendations of his recently assembled Board of Ordnance. The Board chose Huger 

  

13Birkhimer, Sketch 121-24; Richard P. Weinert and Robert Arthur, Defender of the 

Chesapeake: The Story of Fort Monroe (Shippensburg, PA, 1989), 31-33, 37, 47-48, 

72; Alfred Mordecai’s statements in Huger’s obituary, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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and thirteen other carefully selected "gentlemen of attainments" to guide the development 

of an entirely new generation of Army ordnance. !® 

Secretary Cass initially convened the 1832 Board to conduct a general review of 

all ordnance matters. However, the issue of an artillery system quickly pushed aside all 

other concerns. Particularly troubling in this respect was a report authored by Huger’s 

compatriot, Lt. Tyler. 

Tyler’s 1830 report engendered considerable discussion among the Board’s 

members. Since 1818, the U.S. Artillery Corps had patterned its first ordnance system 

after General Gribeauval’s. Throughout the 1820s, the Artillery Corps slowly 

implemented the change, limiting itself to field carriages only. Now that these changes 

were nearly complete, the Tyler report strongly suggested that the Gribeauval system was 

obsolete. 17 

  

16Quotations are from Birkhimer, 173. Huger may well have entered the Ordnance 

Department upon the recommendation of his wife’s uncle, Col. Abram Eustis. At the 
time, Eustis was commandant of Fort Monroe’s artillery school and a member of the 

1830 Ordnance Board. Falk, "Artillery for the Land Service," Military Affairs, XXIII 

(1964), 99-100. 

17General Jean Baptste Gribeauval’s artillery system dated to 1765. This system 

revolutionized the use of artillery by making cannons less cumbersome to deploy and 

supply. Besides reducing artillery pieces to three categories (field, siege, and seacoast), 

Gribeauval increased their range and accuracy. He also introduced what appears to be 
the first widespread attempt to manufacture interchangeable parts for the artillery. These 

features were most advantageous for field artillery. The Gribeauval carriages were 

distinctive for their use of the "split-trail" design. Falk, "Artillery for the Land 

Service," 97-99; Peterson, Roundshot 72-74. 
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Three years passed before the Ordnance Department was able to begin 

comparative tests of the Gribeauval and block-trial artillery systems. By this time, the 

War Department had chosen a new board of officers to conduct the field tests at 

Watervliet Arsenal near Troy, New York. In October, 1835, Huger joined the board in 

its deliberations. Accompanying him in their first assignment together was Huger’s close 

friend, Captain Alfred Mordecai. 18 

The board completed its work in less than one month. Its conclusions initiated 

over a decade of consistent effort toward the Army’s first comprehensive system of 

artillery. The Board reached three important decisions. First, the English block-trail 

carriage design would replace the French Gribeauval system. Tests substantiated what 

Huger probably witnessed firsthand in Metz: the block-trail system’s superior 

maneuverability. Secondly, the Board agreed to the manufacture of just six types of field 

artillery, all mounted on one of three types of carriages. This decision alone eliminated 

fourteen older sizes and types of field artillery (Fig. 2.6, p. 48).19 

  

18The other Board members were Bvt. Brig. Gen. John E. Wool (Senior Inspector 

General of the Army), Brig. Gen. Charles Gratiot (Chief of the Corps of Engineers), Lt. 

Col. George Talcott (Assistant Chief of Ordnance), and Bvt. Col. Abram Eustis 

(Commandant, School of Artillery). Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 236. 

19Rirkhimer, 247, 262, 281-82; Falk, "Artillery for the Land Service," 100-101, 

109; "Military History of Ordnance Officers," Vol. I, Record Group 156, entry 176, 

National Archives; Peterson, 83, 88, 91. The 1835 Ordnance Board established the 

following sizes of field pieces: 6- and 12-pdr. guns, 12-, 24-, 32-pdr. howitzers, and 

the 12-pdr. mountain howitzer. The smallest of the new stock trail carriages was for the 

mountain howitzer only. The next largest size accommodated the 6-pdr. gun, and the 

12-and 24-pdr. howitzer. Both the 12-pdr. gun and 32-pdr. howitzers were mounted on 

the largest carriage. (see note 11 for a caparison with the previous arrangement). Siege 
(continued...) 
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The final, and most controversial, issue was whether field artillery would be cast 

of bronze or iron. Huger and most of the other Board members rejected past practices 

and opted for bronze. Their reasons hinged upon bronze’s superior strength to weight 

ratio in spite of its increased cost. This decision met with considerable opposition from 

those with interests in the iron foundry industry. For the past thirty-five years, the Army 

had come to rely exclusively on cast iron for all of its artillery. However, this happy 

arrangement began to unravel in 1827 with the bursting of numerous field pieces during 

trials. This debate would last five more years, eventually sending Huger to Europe a 

second time.29 

Huger returned to the Fort Monroe Arsenal with the dissolution of the 1835 

Board. From the time the engineers departed in August, 1834, the garrison had 

commenced arming the fort. As the post’s ranking ordnance officer, Huger assumed 

much of the responsibility for this task. In addition to his daily routine at the Arsenal, 

he supervised the manufacture of the carriages and tested the guns before mounting. It 

was not very glamorous work, but it occasionally saw some excitement. Records show 

  

19(, ..continued) 
seacoast artillery still came in a multiplicity of sizes ranging from 12-pdr. guns to the 

mammoth 16’ stone mortar. 

20Birkhimer, 261-66; Falk, "Artillery for the Land Service," 101; Peterson, 
Roundshot, 91. The gun that burst so often during the 1827 tests was known as the 

"walking stick" because of its unusually long muzzle. American iron founders insisted 

that the problem lay in the design of the piece and not in the inherent inferiority of cast 
iron field artillery. 
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that on two separate occasions a private and a stray ox were killed by guns that had 

exploded during tests.*! 

Despite its occasional hazards, Old Point provided Huger with a stable 

environment for his growing family. In June, 1834, Abram Eustis was born, and named 

in honor of his mother’s uncle, Col. Eustis. Frank Huger came in October, 1835, soon 

after his father left to assume his assignment on the 1835 Ordnance Board. The Hugers’s 

last boy, Thomas Pinckney, namesake of his celebrated grandfather, was born in the 

same month two years later. Huger’s father gave his advice on childbearing as freely 

and frequently as he felt appropriate. "Overindulgent parents," he advised his daughter- 

in-law, "greatly promote the egotism, the conceit, the rudeness & indifference we see 

displayed by many youth of both sexes." Instead, the elder Huger advocated "truth, 

integrity & firmness" when raising children. His own son may have smiled at these 

words, indicative as they were of his own upbringing.22 

From 1836 to 1839 the Ordnance Department only occasionally called on Huger 

for distant duty. During most of this time he became more familiar with his work, 

accumulating professional expertise and developing a sound reputation as an ordnance 

officer. Huger’s most noteworthy achievement during this period was his development 

  

2l"Military History of Ordnance Officers," Vol. I, Record Group 156, Entry 176, 
National Archives; "Letters Received from Ordnance Officers," Vol. [IX (1839), Record 

Group 156, Entry 20, letters 203, 252, National Archives. 

22Birthdates are from the Huger family gravesite, Greenmount Cemetery; Quotations 

are found in Francis K. Huger to Eliza Celestine Huger, Oct. 11, 1835, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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of a complete system of weights and measures for the manufacture and proofing of heavy 

artillery. The Army later codified this statistical information in the 1841 Ordnance 

Manual. This was an important step in the Army’s ability to standardize all of its heavy 

ordnance.?> 

In April, 1839, the War Department once again appointed Huger to "special 

duty." With time, he would come to understand this term as a euphemism for distant 

duty on one ordnance board or another. However, for the time being, he would remain 

at Fort Monroe. 

This latest assignment placed Huger in the midst of the continuing bronze versus 

cast iron controversy. Since 1836, there had been a change in administrations. This 

change caused a shift in the War Department’s endorsement of bronze field artillery. 

The new Secretary of War, Joel R. Poinsett, favored further tests, the responsibility for 

which fell to Huger and Capt. Mordecai. 

For the next ten months, Huger and Mordecai worked steadily at their task, 

experimenting with an assortment of fuses, powder charges, and prototype tubes. "We 

have been endeavoring to accomplish a great deal in a short time," Mordecai wrote to 

his wife. Apparently resentful of the Department’s aggressive timetable after two years 

of dormancy on the issue, he added that “our experiments are of the kind which cannot 

be hurried." In the end the 1839 Board, led by Huger’s and Mordecai’s experiments, 

  

237 etters Received from Ordnance Officers," Vol. I (1839), Record Group 156, 

Entry 20, letter 161, National Archives. 
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endorsed the conclusions made four years earlier regarding bronze field artillery. Still, 

Poinsett remained unconvinced.74 

Poinsett’s reluctance to acquiesce in the Board’s recommendations brought charges 

of scandal. In March, 1840, Col. Eustis expressed to Huger his "disgust" over Poinsett’s 

position. "Conflicting interests will prevent his adopting any system of material for Field 

Artillery," he complained. He added that "the iron founders have too much political 

weight to be slighted, & the West Point Foundry, not yet quite bankrupt, has its 

representatives at his elbow."2> 

Huger soon received evidence suggesting that Col. Eustis may have been correct. 

On March 16, 1840, Poinsett ordered the establishment of yet another ordnance board 

to finally settle the impasse over bronze versus cast iron field artillery. His instructions 

to the Board focused on an extensive examination of several European iron and bronze 

foundries. The Board would also purchase an assortment of bronze and cast iron field, 

siege, and seacoast artillery for subsequent testing. However, the overriding purpose of 

the mission was clear: "to obtain such practical knowledge of the treatment of iron, so 

as to ensure the selection of good metal and the fabrication of good guns." Poinsett 

  

248 irkhimer, Sketch, 264; Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 249-53; "Military History 

of Ordnance Officers," Vol. I, Record Group 156, Entry 176, National Archives; Alfred 

Mordecai to Ellen Mordecai, Sept. 9, 1849, Alfred Mordecai Papers, Library of 

Congress. Mordecai’s complaints were probably justified. The Ordnance Department 

suffered substantial losses in personnel through resignations and the demands of the 1835- 

1842 Seminole War. Falk, "Artillery for the Land Service," 102; Weigley, The History 

of the United States Army (Bloomington, IN, 1984), 160-63. 

23 Abram Eustis to Benjamin Huger, Mar. 6, 1840, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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approved the assignment of Huger, Mordecai, and another ordnance officer, Major Rufus 

L. Baker to this endeavor. Accompanying them would be a civilian representative of the 

foundry industry, William Wade.76 

Huger undoubtedly saw a significant career opportunity in this assignment. Still, 

he had his misgivings. His personal life had changed since his first European trip. 

Huger was now married with four young sons. He must have known from previous 

experience that he would be away for many months, certainly for the greater portion of 

one year. Furthermore, his wife had not been well and did not appear to be improving. 

In an attempt to remain with her, Huger had pressed Col. Eusis to replace him. The 

Colonel had declined. On April 1, Huger left New York aboard the British Queen, 

bound for England. 

Huger and his companions arrived in Portsmouth, England after fourteen rough 

days at sea. They spent the next ten weeks in Britain inspecting nine different arsenals 

and foundries from London to Falkirk, Scotland. True to their instructions, the group 

directed most of its attention to the work done at the iron foundries. Perhaps 

surprisingly, the Americans discovered little of any value. Except for some steel rolling 

  

26Abram Eustis to Benjamin Huger, Mar. 6, 1840, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Birkhimer, 261-62; Mordecai, "Life of Alfred Mordecai as Related by Himself," 101, 

104; "Documents Relating to the Improvement of the System of Artillery," Mar. 2, 
1841, Senate Document No. 229, 2-3, Library of Congress. It is tempting to assume 

that Poinsett sent Wade along primarily to placate American iron founders. However, 

the appointment no doubt broadened the group’s expertise. 
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mills near Birmingham and the bronze foundry at Woolwich, English technology seemed 

uninspiring.2/ 

From Birmingham to Falkirk, most of the work fell to Wade and Maj. Baker. 

Mordecai suffered a serious bout of rheumatism that left him bedridden from the middle 

of May until the third week in June. Huger remained behind to care for his friend, 

performing for Mordecai "all the offices of a nurse, & always cheerfully." Huger wrote 

to Mordecai’s wife, assuring her that "I have made use of the leisure time in reading to 

him all the books I could find on the subject of cannon. "28 

It was not until June 30 that Huger and Mordecai reunited with their companions 

in Stockholm, Sweden. Their arrival initiated the Board’s fourth month abroad and the 

most important phase of its mission. Swedish foundrymen had built an excellent 

reputation as manufacturers of cast iron artillery, including field pieces. So highly 

respected was their work that they routinely manufactured large numbers of iron cannon 

for several other European countries. If Poinsett was to have his iron field pieces, he 

would need Swedish expertise.2? 

  

27 Abram Eustis to Benjamin Huger, Mar. 6, 15, 1840, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Alfred Mordecai to Sarah Mordecai, April 15, 16, 19, 1840 and "Personal Memoranda," 

22A, Alfred Mordecai Papers, Library of Congress; "Documents Relating to the 

Improvement of the System of Artillery," Mar. 2, 1841, 25-30, 72, Library of Congress. 

28 Alfred Mordecai to Sarah Mordecai, June 11, 30, and July 8, 1840, Benjamin 

Huger to Sarah Mordecai, June 2, 1840, Alfred Mordecai Papers, Library of Congress. 

22Documents Relating to the Improvement of the System of Artillery,” 23; Falk, 

"Artillery for the Land Service," 106. 
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Huger and his fellow officers spent nearly a month carefully examining the 

Swedish mode of fabricating iron cannon. The group toured the foundries at Stafjo, 

Finspong, Aker, and the Dannemora mines, recording their observations in minute detail. 

Precise descriptions of machinery, manufacturing and foundry processes, and ordnance 

inventories all appeared in the Board’s report following each visit. Even the physical 

dimensions of the arsenals and foundries did not escape their scrutiny. 

The Board was impressed with the efficiency and modernity of the Swedish 

foundries. These establishments did indeed turn out cast iron guns that were far superior 

to those cast in the United States. But Huger and his colleagues determined that a major 

reason for this lay in the unparalleled quality of Swedish iron ore. Even the most precise 

imitation of Swedish foundry technology could not overcome the relative inferiority of 

American iron ore. Moreover, the Board observed that "the other great powers of 

Europe have not deemed it politic to adopt iron as the material for their field artillery." 

This was far short of the ringing endorsement for which Poinsett had hoped.29 

On July 23, the entourage arrived in St. Petersburg. Most noticeable to the four 

was the immense scale of everything Russian. The city’s arsenal occupied three city 

  

30" Personal Memoranda," 22A, Alfred Mordecai to Sarah Mordecai, June 30 and 

July 8, 1840; "Documents Relating to the Improvement of the System of Artillery," 9-24, 

39, Library of Congress. Maj. Baker submitted his report with the observation that, 

"The Russian officers sneer at the idea of the Swedish Iron field guns being equal to 
Bronze, and say they have never been tested in war." Baker to Lt. Col. George Talcott, 
Aug. 7, 1840, encl. to "Report and Proceedings of Ordnance Board on Artillery ...," 

Nov. 23, 1840, Record Group 156, (Special File), Box 33, National Archives, in Falk, 

"Artillery for the Land Service," 107. 
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blocks, and employed over 1,000 workers. It easily stored nearly 500,000 muskets and 

600 bronze field pieces complete with limbers, caissons, and equipage. However, 

nothing impressed the travellers more than their honored presence for three days of 

Russian military maneuvers. As guests of Tsar Nicholas, the group witnessed the 

movements of 50,000 infantry, artillery and cavalry--more than eight times the size of 

the American Army. A dumbfounded Mordecai wrote to his wife that, "we are not 

accustomed to such numbers." 

Leaving St. Petersburg, Huger and his fellow travellers turned west, stopping at 

Hamburg, Berlin, and Leipzig. Late in August the party arrived in Frankfurt, where it 

split into two groups. While Mordecai and Baker proceeded north along the Rhine, 

Huger and Wade headed for Strasburg and Metz.?! 

Having crossed the Rhine, Huger was on familiar ground. Yet if he anticipated 

any appreciable technological progress during the decade of his absence, he was greatly 

disappointed. The Board’s report recorded his lament in its less than glowing 

descriptions of several French arsenals. Often the arsenals relied almost exclusively on 

manual labor. Where machinery was present, it was frequently "old," or "possess[ed] 

nothing worthy of particular remark." Still, Huger and the others gave high marks for 

the quality of French small arms. 

  

3lMfordecai, "Personal Memoranda," 22B, Alfred Mordecai to Sarah Mordecai, July 

24, 25, 26, and Aug. 24, 1840, Mordecai Papers, Library of Congress; Mordecai, "Life 

of Alfred Mordecai" 107; "Documents Relating to the Improvement of Artillery," 72, 

National Archives. 
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Certainly the most exciting outcome of Huger’s travels through France was his 

look at French war rocket technology. Near the arsenal at Metz, both Huger and Wade 

witnessed a spectacular demonstration of the weapon’s ability to destroy a fortified 

battery. The Americans also toured the arsenal’s production facility and apparently were 

free to inspect cases of rockets at their leisure. This was something of a coup given the 

general secretiveness surrounding these European weapons. 

By the middle of October, Huger and Wade had completed their inspection tour 

of France. They rejoined Mordecai and Baker in Paris, those two having arrived in that 

city a month earlier. One week later the group reached London. With their European 

tour new ended, the four once again boarded the British Queen at Southampton for the 

final journey home. On November 21, 1840, they were back in New York harbor. 

Awaiting their return was a note from Assistant Chief of Ordnance Lt. Col. George 

Talcott, requesting their immediate attendance at Washington. > 

The 1839 Board outlined its achievements in its official report submitted the 

following March. In just over 100 pages, Huger, Mordecai, and Baker provided highly 

valuable technical information concerning every class of ordnance from shoulder and side 

arms to seacoast artillery and war rockets. Their observations of foundry technology 

brought to American foundrymen their first truly comprehensive understanding of the 

  

32Travel Log, Sept. 14-Oct. 16, 1840, Huger Papers, Virginia; "Documents Relating 

to the Improvement of the System of Artillery," 30-34, 66-67, 74-75, 83, 109, Library 

of Congress; Alfred Mordecai to Sarah Mordecai, Oct. 22, 31, Nov. 21, 1840, Mordecai 

Papers, Library of Congress; Mordecai, "Life of Alfred Mordecai," 106. 
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manufacture of bronze cannon. From England, France, Sweden, Belgium, and Russia, 

the Board purchased over 4,000 items, including more than fifty cannon and seventy 

military handbooks and textbooks. 

As the Board’s secretary, Huger listed that body’s recommendations for Col. 

George Bomford, Chief of Ordnance. Specifically, the Board’s findings had three 

immediate results. First and foremost, Huger, Mordecai, and Baker were unanimous in 

their preference for bronze field artillery. In January, 1841, Poinsett had no choice but 

to approve the change. Second, the Army initiated the practice of stationing ordnance 

officers at all foundries producing cannon for United States service. True to the Board’s 

observations abroad, such officers would be charged with enforcing standardization 

according to stringent guidelines laid down by the Ordnance Department. Finally, the 

Board recommended that the percussion musket replace the flintlock as the Army’s 

standard issue shoulder arm. In the meantime, the Ordnance Department began the 

process of converting existing stocks of flintlocks to the new percussion system.>? 

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of the Board’s contributions 

to America’s antebellum Army. So complete was its work that ten years later, a similar 

European mission discovered almost nothing new to report. As late as 1853, Chief of 

Ordnance Henry Craig would inform Secretary of War Jefferson Davis that "it was, in 

  

33Benjamin Huger to George Bomford, Mar. 15, 1841, Records of the Office of the 

Chief of Ordnance (Special File), Record Group 156, Box 33, National Archives; Annual 

Report of the Secretary of War, 1840, 26th Congress, 2nd Session, House Ex. Doc. No. 

2, pp. 21, 58, 60, 66, 68. The 1839 Board’s complete report was published in 1841 as, 

Ordnance Manual for the Use of Officers of the United States Army, (Washington, 
1841). 
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great measure owing to [the 1839 Board] that our present system of artillery is so 

complete and efficient." With some modifications, this system would survive four years 

of fratricidal civil war. 

For Huger, the 1840 mission must have had great personal significance. As an 

early advocate of the block-trail carriage and bronze field artillery, Huger was one of a 

small group of officers who defied conventional Army wisdom. It took five years to 

overcome the ghost of Gribeauval and the political influence of America’s iron founders. 

In the end, however, Huger could be proud of his contributions in furtherance of the 

Army’s first truly American ordnance system. At the age of thirty-six, Captain Huger 

had established a reputation as one of the Ordnance Department’s brightest junior 

officers. 

Huger also benefitted from an accumulation of technical knowledge which he 

began applying to his ordnance duties at Fort Monroe. Over the next five years, he 

routinely tested a variety of small arms, artillery, and other ordnance in an effort to 

perfect the system of 1841. Yet it was mostly the heavy ordnance that interested Huger. 

By late 1846, his expertise in this field caught the attention of Major General Winfield 

Scott, who was then planning his campaign against Mexico.24 

  

34"Documents for the Improvement of the System of Artillery," 5-9, National 

Archives; Birkhimer, 265; Mordecai, "Life of Alfred Mordecai as Related by Himself," 

107; Ripley, Artillery and Ammunition of the Civil War, 20; Peter V. Hagner to George 

Talcott, Oct. 25, 1849, Henry Craig to Jefferson Davis, Dec. 20, 1853, in Falk, 

"Soldier-Technologist," 275; "Military History of Ordnance Officers, Vol. I, Record 

Group 154, National Archives; George Bomford to Huger, Dec. 28, 1846, Letters Sent 

to Ordnance Officers, Record Group 156, Box 112, National Archives. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SEEING THE ELEPHANT 

General Scott would carry with him to Mexico some basic assumptions regarding 

the nature of fighting men. He firmly believed that with proper leadership, training, and 

discipline, an inexperienced, armed rabble could stand up to veteran troops. Moreover, 

these qualities were critically important among line officers and non-commissioned 

officers--those closest to the rank and file. Scott illustrated these points thirty years 

earlier in the battles of Chippewa and Lundy’s Lane. In both instances, Scott’s untried 

officers and men performed creditably and valiantly against British regulars. In the War 

with Mexico, Scott saw a similar situation: inexperienced American troops--whether 

regular or volunteer--pitted against trained Mexican professionals. 

In this context, General Scott’s interest in Huger is not difficult to understand. 

Although Huger had no combat experience, he possessed two other important qualities. 

For one, Huger was an experienced professional soldier with an aptitude for leadership. 

He managed the Fort Monroe Arsenal with a high degree of efficiency and discipline. 

In addition, Huger appears to have been genuinely liked and respected by his subordinate 
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officers and men. He was an officer who was comfortable in cooperative enterprises, 

and who frequently recognized the contributions of others. ! 

Secondly, Huger was uniquely qualified for the type of campaign Scott had been 

planning. The general knew that he would require the services of a specialist in siege 

warfare. Indeed, his first order of business would entail the investment of the Mexican 

port city of Vera Cruz and its formidable guardian, the castle of San Juan de Ulua. 

Huger was already familiar with Ulua. In March, 1839, he had conducted 

experiments designed to imitate the French navy’s 1838 reduction of the castle. At Fort 

Monroe, Huger directed the construction of a stone wall resembling the scarp of a 

casemate battery. Against this wall he fired a series of 8-inch howitzer rounds of both 

solid shot and exploding shells. He began these trials at a range of 800 yards. Later 

tests featured the use of 32-pounder siege howitzers at greater ranges. Huger’s recorded 

findings obviously took on greater meaning by the spring of 1846. 

As the war against Mexico continued, Huger probably expected that he would 

eventually have a hand in it. General Zachary Taylor had punished the Mexican army 

in northern Mexico, yet his troops alone could not gain an American victory. Taylor’s 

adversary, General Santa Anna, was far from brilliant, but he held the advantages of 

superior numbers, interior lines of communication, and familiar ground. 

  

lWeigley, History of the United States Army, 129-31, 182; Letters Sent to Ordnance 

Officers, 1839-1845, and Letters Received by the U.S. Ordnance Department, 1839- 

1845, Record Group 156, National Archives. The conclusions reached regarding 

Huger’s administration of the Fort Monroe Arsenal are based upon a detailed 

examination of Huger’s correspondence with the Chief of Ordnance, Col. George 

Bomford. 
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While Taylor and Santa Anna battled each other in northern Mexico, Scott would 

open a second front by landing troops farther south at Vera Cruz. He and his army 

would then march inland to capture Mexico City. As with his brother officers, Huger 

viewed this expansion of the war as a rare opportunity to prove himself on a military 

campaign. Probably of further interest to him was the chance to witness firsthand the 

battlefield performance of weaponry he had known only as a scientist. 

Late in November, 1846, Huger received orders to submit to the War Department 

plans for a siege train, plus a rocket and howitzer battery sufficient to meet Scott’s 

needs. Huger’s initial estimates were modest compared with his later requests. Even 

so, he called for 12 siege pieces, 55 miscellaneous wagons and carts, 100 rockets, nearly 

400 horses and over 100,000 pounds of shells and musket cartridges. At the same time, 

he recommended the elimination of all superfluous gear such as artillery sabers and 

swords for non-commissioned officers. 

Huger’s orders of December 28 gave him what he probably already anticipated-- 

command of the siege train. The War Department authorized the recruitment of 100 men 

in addition to three officers. Huger’s second in command was his chief assistant at the 

Arsenal, 1st Lt. Peter Hagner. He also added two second lieutenants: Josiah Gorgas 

and Charles Stone. Huger filled the ranks with 48 of his own ordnance men at Fort 

  

2George Bomford to Benjamin Huger, Mar. 13, 1839, Letters to Ordnance Officers, 

Record Group 156, National Archives; undated test results, Papers of Captain Benjamin 
Huger, 1847-1848, Record Group 156, ibid; Weigley, The American Way of War, 72- 

73; Winfield Scott, Memoirs of Lieut. General Scott (New York, 1864), 413-28. French 

Admiral Baudin and the Prince de Joinville led the successful 1838 attack and capture of 
San Juan de Ulua. 
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Monroe, plus fifteen recruits from the Rome, Watertown and Watervliet arsenals farther 

north. 

Huger had until the second week in January to complete his preparations. It was 

a vast undertaking. The U.S. Army had never conducted a siege of this magnitude 

before. With little information available to him, Huger literally "Wrote the book" for 

Gen. Scott’s siege operations. He began by setting forth the regulations governing the 

service of siege artillery. He even conducted time and motion studies with men and 

wheelbarrows to determine the time needed to construct proper field fortifications. All 

the while, he drilled his company until they had perfected their movements. ? 

Huger received his first intimation of what lay ahead from former Secretary of 

War Joel Poinsett. Poinsett had earlier visited Mexico. He had published his 

observations in DeBow’s Southern Commercial Review. Urging Huger to obtain a copy 

before he left, Poinsett briefly reviewed the hazards that Scott’s army would face. "The 

climate of the coast is sickly [in] all seasons," he cautioned. "You will have a tropical 

sun searing your brain by day and at this season cool nights." Poinsett also warned 

Huger to expect strong northern winds--called "northers"--that arrive without warning. 

As for San Juan de Ulua, he wrote, "be not deceived by braggarts. [It] is a very 

  

3Benjamin Huger to Henry Talcott, Dec. 4, 1846, and Henry Talcott to Benjamin 

Huger, Dec. 28, 1846, Huger Papers, Virginia; Benjamin Huger to Henry Talcott, Jan. 

2, 1847, Letters Received by Ordnance Office, Record Group 156, and "Service of a 

U.S. Siege Gun," Huger Papers, Record Group 156, National Archives. Huger was also 

responsible for organizing the rocket and howitzer battery, and delivering it to Vera 

Cruz. Once there, it traveled separately under the immediate command of Lt. George 

H. Talcott. Henry Talcott to Benjamin Huger, ibid. 
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formidable castle and since the attack of the French has been put in complete order. 

" Remember our experiments with stone walls." Poinsett concluded his discourse with a 

humorous note: "You will be pleased to learn they [the Mexicans] are good artillerists." 

Duly warned, Huger sailed from Fort Monroe in the second week of January. 

Hagner remained behind to supervise the loading of their second ship and would follow 

in a couple of days. On January 17, Lts. Gorgas and Stone sailed from New York, 

where they had been organizing the shipment of additional ordnance stores. Three weeks 

later, the entire command was to rendezvous at the Chandeleur Islands, where they 

would await further orders.* 

On February 2, Huger arrived at New Orleans. The next day he sent Hagner to 

Baton Rouge to take on more ordnance. Gorgas and Stone dropped anchor five days 

later. In the meantime, Hagner reported that the Baton Rouge depot had not yet received 

Huger’s ordnance supplement. This was not a comforting thought, as Huger was about 

to put even more distance between himself and his base of supply. However, time was 

short. He had no other choice but to dispatch Hagner, Gorgas and Stone directly to 

Tampico. Huger then proceeded to Brazos Island to confer with Gen. Scott. 

Feb. 11 marked Huger’s first meeting with his commander-in-chief. Scott 

convened similar sessions with his other officers during the next four days. On the 15th, 

Huger boarded Scott’s flagship, Massachusetts, for a gathering of Scott’s entire staff. 

  

  

4Joel Poinsett to Benjamin Huger, Jan. 2, 1846 and Josiah Gorgas to Benjamin 

Huger, Jan. 16, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. The Chandeleur Islands are located off 

the coast of Louisiana to the east of New Orleans. 
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Rolling seas tossed the steamer as the officers met this last time before the army’s 

landing at Vera Cruz. Huger was already acquainted with some of these men. Probably 

most familiar to him were Capts. Robert E. Lee and Joseph E. Johnston--Huger’s old 

friends from his first years at Fort Monroe. With the final details now settled, Huger 

left Scott and his entourage for the bark Tahmarroo. His next destination, Tampico, was 

270 miles and three days to the south.> 

Huger may not have known it at the time, but Scott was taking his measure for 

yet another duty. The General had been plagued by ordnance shortages since his arrival 

at the Rio Grande two months earlier. The Ordnance Department acknowledged no 

shortage, yet the necessary supplies were tediously slow in arriving. As late as February 

14, only a small portion of the army’s ordnance was on hand. MHuger had already 

experienced some of this frustration in New Orleans. Between Brazos and Tampico, 

Scott evidently concluded that he needed a chief of ordnance. 

On the afternoon of February 18, the Tahmarroo anchored off the bar at Tampico. 

Gorgas and Stone had arrived the previous evening; Hagner and the rocket and howitzer 

battery would lay in the next day. Scott also arrived on the 19th, staying only a short 

  

SBenjamin Huger, "Journal From Mexico," Feb. 2, 11, 15, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia; Benjamin Huger to Henry Talcott, Feb. 3, 10 and 20, 1847, Letters Received 

by the Ordnance Department, Record Group 156, National Archives. 
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time before steaming south for the island of Lobos. In that brief time with the general, 

Huger learned of his new responsibilities as Scott’s chief of ordnance.® 

Huger was not at all pleased with his new duties. After reviewing Adj. Gen. H. 

L. Scott’s returns, he discovered that the army had more men than arms. Worse still, 

there was not even enough ammunition for the muskets on hand. Huger’s first order was 

for 2,000,000 rounds of buck and ball cartridges. Huger’s siege train shortages certainly 

must have paled in comparison. Understandably, Huger made careful notes of his 

predicament in the event of a catastrophe. 7 

From Tampico to Lobos, Huger joined Hagner and the siege train aboard the 

Charles. They arrived on February 21 after an overnight passage of just fifty miles. 

Spread before them must have been a spectacular sight. Here, for the first time, it was 

possible to gauge the size and complexity of Scott’s undertaking. Dwarfing the seventy 

or so acres of sandy coral were nearly fifty vessels. Their number would more than 

double in the next few days. In their holds and on their decks, these ships carried more 

than 10,000 troops and their equipage.® 

  

Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Feb. 18 and 19 and Mar. 2, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia; Scott, Memoirs, 401-02; Robert Anderson, An Artillery Officer in the Mexican 

War, 1846-7 (New York, 1911), 42-43. 

  

7Huger, "Journal from Mexico," March 2, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; Benjamin 

Huger to Henry Talcott, Feb. 20 and 27, Letters Received by the Ordnance Department, 

Record Group 156, National Archives. 

StHuger, "Journal from Mexico," Feb. 19 and 21, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Scott, Memoirs, 419; Justin H. Smith, The War with Mexico, (New York, 1919), I, 351, 

364-65; Peter Hagner to Peter Hagner Sr., Feb. 27, 1847, Peter Hagner Papers, 
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The army was organized into three divisions. Two of the three consisted of 

regular troops, one commanded by Maj. Gen. William J. Worth, the other by Brig. Gen. 

David Twiggs. Both of these divisions had already seen action with Zachary Taylor’s 

army. Major Gen. Robert Patterson led the untested contingent of volunteers. Scattered 

among the divisions were 1,000 regular and volunteer cavalry, eight field batteries 

(including Talcott’s rocket and howitzer battery), and Huger’s siege train. 

By March 5, Scott’s flotilla was anchored around Anton Lizardo, a sandy bar 

twelve miles south of Vera Cruz. The arrival that day of Commander Connor’s 

American Squadron completed the American deployment. One month late and 10,000 

men short, Gen. Scott was finally within striking distance of his objective. There was 

no more time to lose. He had to capture Vera Cruz and move into the high country 

before the "vomito," or yellow fever season, commenced. If not, he was certain to lose 

many more of his men to sickness than to Mexican bullets. 

On the 6th, Huger and the rest of Gen. Scott’s "little cabinet" boarded the steamer 

Petrita for a closer look at Mocambo Bay. Situated three miles south of Vera Cruz, its 

sheltered and shallow waters offered the army an ideal landing site. Peaceful now, in 

a matter of hours it would host the triumphant spectacle of America’s first amphibious 

landing. 

Scott ordered the Petrita up the coast after his reconnaissance of the bay. The 

steamer halted within a mile and a half of San Juan de Ulua. As Huger viewed the fort 

for the first time, he may well have recalled Poinsett’s cautionary advice. Ulua sat upon 

a coral reef three-quarters of a mile from the city of Vera Cruz. Its imposing granite- 
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faced walls reached sixty feet into the air. More than 130 parapet and casemate guns 

greeted its attackers. General Scott was convinced that castle "had the capacity to sink 

the entire American navy. "3 

The general and his advisers soon received an example of Ulua’s power. While 

these officers observed the castle through their glasses, the fort’s garrison fired upon the 

tiny craft. The first round burst in midflight, the second much later. Nine more 

followed.. The closest shell exploded directly overhead, scattering fragments across the 

deck. "These were their best shots," Huger noted dryly, "but as we were 1 3/4 to 2 

miles [away], it was doing pretty well." Not everyone was so cool. Scott’s chief of 

staff, Col. Ethan Allen Hitchcock, confided his anger to his diary: "We were in a 

ridiculous position ... with no means of defense, with all of our officers of rank on 

board." Indeed, such recklessness could have prematurely ended the entire 

expedition. 10 

March 8 was the initial date for the landing. Unfortunately, a norther blew in that 

morning. It whipped up sand and severely tossed the anchored fleet. The weather 

  

*Quotations are from Scott, Memoirs, 422. 

10g mith, War with Mexico, 23; Peter Hagner to Mary Hagner, Mar. 30, 1847, 

Hagner Papers, North Carolina; Scott, ibid., 422; Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 

6, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; Ethan Allen Hitchcock, Fifty Years in Camp and Field 

(New York, 1909), 237. Scott’s "little cabinet" consisted of nine officers: Col. Joseph 

Totten (Chief of Engineers), Lt. Col. E. A. Hitchcock, (acting Inspector General), Capt. 

Robert E. Lee (Engineers), Capt. H. L. Scott (acting Adjutant General), Col. James 

Bankhead (Chief Artillery Officer), Capt. Benjamin Huger (acting Chief of Ordnance), 

Maj. William Turnbull (Chief Topographical Engineer), Col. William Harney 

(Commander of Regular Cavalry), and Capt. Edson (Commander of the Marines). 

Smith, War with Mexico, I, 335. 
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cleared the next morning. Huger recorded the event in his diary. "Everything in 

motion,” he wrote, "boats coming out, troops being transferred, steamers smoking ..." 

At 5 p.m., a ship gun fired, and up the Massachusetts’ masthead went the signal to land. 

Under the protection of Commodore Connor’s gunboats, steamers pulled long black lines 

of specially designed surf boats toward shore. Huger timed the landings: "In 10 minutes 

the first boat landed; in less than half an hour the whole first line were in." Soon all 

3,000 of Worth’s First Division were formed on the beach, ready to march to their 

positions facing Vera Cruz. By nightfall, Twiggs’ Second Division had floated ashore, 

followed by Patterson’s volunteers. !! 

Surprisingly, the landing went unopposed. Some Mexican cavalry appeared but 

had mysteriously fled. Ulua’s garrison could only protest from a distance, their shots 

landing harmlessly short of Mocambo Bay. As the Vera Cruz garrison would soon 

discover, allowing the Americans to land without a fight was their biggest mistake. Scott 

had manifestly reduced Ulua’s significance with one bold stroke. The American force 

was now on dry land far beyond the range of Mexican artillery. Having established a 

secure beachhead, the general could now concentrate on his primary task: the siege of 

Vera Cruz. 

The next day, Huger went ashore with the engineers to route a road and locate 

a landing site for the heavy artillery. Their reconnaissance took them across the crests 

  

‘Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 8, 9, Huger Papers, Virginia; Hitchcock, 
Camp and Field, 238-39; Scott, Memoirs, 419. Scott stated in his memoirs that he had 

sixty-seven surfboats. Each was capable of carrying fifty to eighty men. This would be 

adequate to land all of his infantry in three waves, one division at a time. 
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of the immense sand hills surrounding the city. The continuous fire from a Mexican 

battery proved bothersome but did no real harm. As the group went to work, infantry 

drove in the Mexican garrison troops and extended the American siege line halfway 

around Vera Cruz. !2 

This was Huger’s first chance to study Vera Cruz in detail. Protecting the port 

city was a two-and-a-half-mile-long curtain wall in the shape of a crescent. Fifteen feet 

high and only three feet thick, the wall itself was no great obstacle. Of greater concern 

were the nine strong bastions that dotted the wall on its landward side. Forts Concepcion 

and Santiago stiffened the defensive perimeter at its northwestern and southeastern ends. 

(Fig. 3.1, p. 71). The tightly packed buildings and irregular plan of the city itself 

offered still more advantages to its defenders. Obviously, storming parties and street 

fighting were not very attractive scenarios. The need for someone of Huger’s talents was 

clear. 

During March 11-24, Huger and his siege company labored to bring up all their 

available siege equipment. It was most disagreeable work. On the 13th, a norther came 

up and blew non-stop for three days. This halted the movement of ordnance, and almost 

completely filled the trenches with sand. Men often pulled wagons themselves for the 

lack of draft horses. Heat and sand fleas added to everyone’s discomfort. Occasionally, 

enemy fire exploded close overhead, breaking horses loose from their harnesses and 

sending men flying for cover. A "very hot" fire on the 22nd killed one captain and 

  

12Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 10, Huger Papers, Virginia; Smith, War 

with Mexico, 20-23. 
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wounded two men. However, by the 24th, preparations were complete enough to begin 

a full-scale investment of Vera Cruz. !3 

Huger’s journal entry for March 24 began simply: "The army opened today." 

Breaking the silence that morning was a naval battery of two 32-pounders and four 64- 

pounder guns. Shortly thereafter, Huger added to this with ten 10-inch heavy mortars. 

The Mexican garrisons in Ulua and Vera Cruz responded with over 200 guns of their 

own. Poinsett would have been disappointed with many of the Mexican gunners, yet 

some of them hit their marks. In one instance, Huger recalled how a direct shot 

"dismount[ed] one mortar, throwing it 40 ft. up the bank." The bombardment continued 

through the night and well into the next day. 

On the afternoon of the 25th, Gen. Morales, commandant of the Vera Cruz 

garrison, requested that all civilians be permitted to leave the city. This Scott denied in 

order to maintain pressure on the garrison to surrender. Instead, Scott agreed to a truce 

until the next morning. If Morales refused to yield by that time, the Americans would 

open with everything they had. 14 

Morning came with no word from the city garrison. True to his promise, Scott 

ordered the firing renewed. Artillery crews worked feverishly, expending round after 

  

13 Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 11, 13, 21-24, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 

14tHuger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 24, 1847, ibid.; Hitchcock, Camp and Field, 

240-46; Smith, War With Mexico, 29-30; Anderson, An Artillery Officer, 73-74. The 

naval guns were brought ashore because half of Huger’s siege train was still en route. 

Robert E. Lee was primarily responsible for directing the placement of the battery. 

Smith, War with Mexico, 30-31. 
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round throughout the day. Huger’s mortar batteries alone regularly put four 10-inch 

rounds into the air at the same time. MHagner seconded their fire with his newly 

completed battery of four 24-pounders and two 8-inch howitzers. Talcott’s rocket and 

howitzer battery also performed well. The giant naval guns fired a horrific storm of shot 

and shell for six hours before running out of ammunition. Assisting this land-based 

bombardment were two steamers and five gunboats firing 32-pounder solid shot and 8- 

inch exploding shells. Fortunately for the Americans, this day’s work finally tipped the 

balance in their favor. !° 

On March 27, Morales sent a subaltern out of Vera Cruz to accept Scott’s articles 

of capitulation. Two days later, the 1,200-man garrison marched out of the city and 

stacked its arms. Gen. Scott provided very lenient terms. He paroled the Mexican 

soldiers and permitted them to leave at once. The sick and wounded would remain in 

Vera Cruz under Mexican care. Losses on both sides were light. The Mexicans 

suffered more civilian casualties than they did among the garrison: 100 as opposed to 

80. American casualties came to 19 killed and 63 wounded. !® 

Huger and his ordnance company took up more mundane duties following the 

surrender. These entailed making an inventory of captured ordnance and inspecting the 

damage that the American artillery had done to the city. Huger and his comrades were 

surprised by what they found. Both Ulua and the city still retained huge stores of fresh 

  

‘Stuger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 26, 29, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; Peter 

Hagner to Mary Hagner, Mar. 30, 1847, Hagner Papers, North Carolina. 

16Smith, War with Mexico, 22, 30-36. 
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water and ammunition. The castle alone contained 88,000 pounds of gunpowder and 

over 67,000 projectiles. "Such immense supplies of guns and ammunition I had no idea 

they possessed," Hagner noted. "They had at hand 230 mounted guns in strong forts. 

We had 23 guns in the trenches behind sandbags." Clearly, the Mexican garrison simply 

lost its will to fight. 

The breakdown of morale was also evident within the walls of Vera Cruz itself. 

Lieutenant Col. Hitchcock, Scott’s inspector general, remarked on the great numbers of 

beggars and deserted soldiers still wandering the streets. "The soldiers," he said, "[are] 

as miserable looking wretches as I ever laid my eyes upon." Psychologically unnerved, 

such troops were incapable of manning the prepared defenses situated throughout the 

city. Captain Robert Anderson, one of Huger’s West Point classmates, was relieved that 

there had been no need for sending in the infantry. "Every street had its barricades," he 

observed, "and most of the houses had sandbags at the doors & windows and on the 

roofs. We should have met with very heavy losses had we not approached the town as 

we did."!7 

Losses were now very much on Scott’s mind, but they were not of the battlefield 

type. Each day saw increasing numbers of soldiers report for morning sick call. If the 

army did not leave Vera Cruz soon, the worst of the "vomito" season would be upon 

them. 

  

I7tHuger, "Journal from Mexico," Mar. 31, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Hitchcock, 248; Peter Hagner to Mary Hagner, Mar. 30, 1847, Hagner Papers, North 

Carolina; Anderson, An Artillery Officer, 107. 
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Scott responded quickly to this threat by ordering his divisions out of Vera Cruz. 

A three day march inland would bring the army into the mountainous and more healthful 

city of Jalapa (Fig. 3.2, p. 76). Gen. Twiggs’ division became the first group to leave. 

On April 8, they tramped out the city and headed west along the National Road. Two 

of Patterson’s brigades followed the next day. A crucial shortage of wagons caused 

Worth’s division, Huger’s siege train and Patterson’s last brigade to await the return of 

Twiggs’ and Patterson’s teams before embarking. By April 12, all but a small American 

garrison had begun their plodding advance toward Mexico City. 18 

As chief of ordnance, Huger remained behind, swimming in a sea of bureaucratic 

minutia. From dawn until midnight he struggled to keep abreast of supply estimates and 

ordnance requisitions. As wagons and teams of horses trickled in from New Orleans, 

Huger arranged for their disbursement to the divisions that had already left. He also sent 

along what stores he could from a vast collection of small arm and artillery ammunition, 

powder, and equipage. Yet as these piles grew ever larger, Huger’s frustrations 

mounted. None of the supplies stockpiled at Vera Cruz would be of any use without 

adequate transportation. 

Some of Huger’s anxiety originated with his siege train duties. Through no fault 

of his own, barely half of the siege equipage had arrived in time for the Vera Cruz 

operation. Even as late as April 14, Huger confided to his wife that he would gladly 

  

1845 an indication of the seriousness of Scott’s wagon shortage, Justin Smith stated 
that by April 5, only 130 of 800 wagons had arrived at Vera Cruz. Similarly, fewer than 

1,100 out of 5,000 mules were available on the same date. Smith, War with Mexico, 

37-38. 
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exchange "half a million dollars worth of useless shells and powder" for his own teams 

and drivers. He knew as well as anyone that the Mexican capital would not fall as easily 

as did Vera Cruz. Huger’s siege train, like the rest of Scott’s army, desperately needed 

the means to deliver its power decisively. !9 

Huger regularly found time to write to his wife and family despite the demands 

of his duties. Affectionate and chatty, his letters conveyed the warmth of a devoted 

husband and father. Huger expressed particular interest in his eldest son Ben, who he 

hoped would some day attend West Point. Little Celestine, soon to celebrate her fifth 

birthday, also figured prominently in her father’s letters. To his worried wife, Huger 

emphasized his good health and comfortable surroundings. "My position," he assured 

her, "allows me to take better care of myself than anyone else--under the rank of 

general. "20 

On April 19, Huger finally left Vera Cruz for Jalapa. The thought of leaving the 

city put him in a jubilant mood. After three weeks of staff duty, he welcomed the 

chance to assume a more active role in Scott’s campaign. 

Huger did not know that Gen. Santa Anna had already made his initial move 

against Scott’s army. The Mexican leader hoped to turn back the American invasion 

twelve miles east of Jalapa. Near the village of Cerro Gordo, he had positioned more 

  

19Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, April 14, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

20Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, April 13 and 14, 1847 and Benjamin Huger 

Jr. to Celestine Huger, May 9, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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than 12,000 Mexican troops on a series of hills commanding the National Road. Santa 

Anna fully expected the Americans to charge headlong into his strongly posted infantry 

and artillery in order to gain control of the highway. The result was to be a crushing 

defeat for Scott’s army, leaving it with no other option than to retreat to Vera Cruz. 

Instead, Scott met Santa Anna’s challenge with a demonstration on the right of the 

Mexican line. He then sent the bulk of his 8,500 troops on a flank march around to their 

left. By 10 a.m., April 18, Santa Anna and his beaten army were in flight toward 

J alapa.! 

Huger did not arrive on the battlefield until four days later. The extent of the 

Mexican defeat became apparent as he and Lt. Stone viewed the carnage. Everywhere, 

they saw “all the horrors of war without the excitement of battle." Still scattered about 

the landscape were the bodies of over 1,000 Mexican soldiers, plus 4,000 muskets and 

40 Mexican cannon. American losses amounted to 431 officers and men, including 63 

killed.?2 

The battle at Cerro Gordo was something of a victory for Huger’s siege company, 

and especially for Lt. Hagner. During the night prior to the American attacks, Hagner 

directed 300 men in placing a heavy battery atop La Atalaya, a hill on Santa Anna’s left 

  

21 Smith, War with Mexico, 48-53; Scott, Memoirs, 436-42. 

22Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Apr. 23, 1847, Charles P. Stone to Celestine 

Huger, Apr. 23, 1847, "Journal from Mexico," April 23, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Scott, Memoirs, 443-45; The Americans also captured Santa Anna’s carriage, $25,000 

in gold, five general officers, and approximately 3,000 troops. Hitchcock, Camp and 

Field, 251. 
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flank. Piece by piece, they lifted one 24-pounder siege gun and two 8-inch siege 

howitzers up a 600 foot slope "as steep as the ramparts at Old Point." The shock value 

and destructive power of this battery were decisive elements in the success of Scott’s 

turning movement.?? 

In the evening of April 22, Huger arrived at Jalapa. He could not have been 

happier. Almost overnight his fortunes, like those of the army, had dramatically 

improved. "Our difficulties are all behind [in] that hole Vera Cruz," he wrote to his 

wife. Huger and his staff delighted in the cool climate, comfortable quarters, and 

recognition they received for their recent battlefield exploits.24 

The army’s arrival at Jalapa marked the beginning of a four-month lull in Gen. 

Scott’s campaign. The army now extended its reach ninety miles west along the National 

Road to the city of Puebla. With Worth’s division of regulars in the lead, the Americans 

occupied the stronghold of Perote on the 20th, and Puebla itself three weeks later. 

Huger’s men collected scores of abandoned Mexican artillery and other miscellaneous 

ordnance with every step along the way. 

The disposition of captured property occupied an increasing share of Huger’s 

time. Although he routinely destroyed small arms and other related infantry gear, 

artillery posed a different kind of problem. The army kept some pieces, such as bronze 

field artillery, if adequate stores of ammunition accompanied them. Not surprisingly, 

  

23Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, April 23, 1847, Benjamin Huger, Jr. to 

Celestine Huger, May 16, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

24Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, ibid. 
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Huger’s company spiked, and then abandoned the small caliber iron pieces. As discussed 

previously, the 1839 Ordnance Board had discredited these types of guns. However, one 

such gun from the castle of Perote turned up in the hands of Huger’s young sons. Huger 

pictured its arrival at Fort Monroe: "How I should like to hear Pink telling every poor 

man about his Father taking that formidable gun from the impregnable castle. n25 

As Huger and his men went calmly about their duties, other problems continued 

to plague army headquarters. The most serious of these was the expiration of the 

volunteers’ one year term of service. Despite newly approved inducements, virtually all 

of Gen. Patterson’s division had returned to Vera Cruz by the end of April. This loss 

of more than 3,000 men would not be completely replaced until early August. Already, 

approximately 400 men were sick. An additional 2,500 troops remained inactive on 

garrison duty from Vera Cruz to Puebla. Scott’s remaining 5,000 soldiers barely filled 

out two divisions. 

The Americans’ tenuous supply system made matters worse. Travelling time 

between Jalapa and the coast averaged eight days over exceptionally rough terrain. In 

many places, the route of the National Road granted Mexican irregulars tempting 

opportunities to ambush American supply trains. General Scott was pleased with his 

ordnance chief’s performance thus far, yet the potential for disaster was now greater than 

ever. More than 150 miles still lay between the army and Mexico City. Furthermore, 

Huger’s requests for more wagons and teams had gone unanswered. 

  

25Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Apr. 28, 1847, ibid. 
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There is no evidence to suggest that Huger was discouraged by the difficulties 

facing him. To the contrary, he seems to have stiffened his resolve in the face of his 

trials. He viewed the war less a contest between nations than a litmus test of his 

character and his abilities as a soldier. Indeed, he took no pleasure from the sufferings 

of Mexican soldiers and civilians. "I do not understand where their reason has gone," 

he stated. "All the rules both divine and human which regulate other nations appear to 

be suspended in the case of these poor people." Instead, Huger derived a sense of 

purpose and individual worth from his duties. "Being in this affair," he explained to his 

wife, "gives me a standing the President cannot give me by a new [assignment] of higher 

rank." 

Huger demonstrated equal concern for the reputation of the Ordnance Department. 

It was important to him that the Army saw the department "serving with it instead of 

being heard of only." He believed that "this is the only opportunity I have ever had or 

will probably ever have again of showing that we can do something besides live 

comfortable, build gun carriages & pack ammunition. "26 

With or without adequate supplies of ammunition, Scott determined to concentrate 

his widely scattered army at Puebla. Recent reports had placed Santa Anna’s 8,500 

regular troops and militia between Puebla and Mexico City. Perhaps also known to Scott 

was that his adversary would soon collect thousands more. At Puebla, the American 

army could at least sustain itself. Worth’s earlier occupation of the city had established 

  

26Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, April 25, 1847, ibid. 
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a cooperative relationship with its 80,000 inhabitants. The countryside around Jalapa, 

never particularly bountiful, was now largely stripped of forage. 

On May 23, Twiggs’s division began its eighty mile march to Puebla. Huger 

joined the column, having already sent his company up the road two weeks earlier. 

General John Quitman followed the next day with the remnants of Gen. Patterson’s 

volunteers. By June 2, Scott had in and about Puebla between 4,000 and 5,000 troops. 

He also ordered Jalapa evacuated, directing that garrison to move to Puebla as soon as 

practicable. ai 

Plunging ever deeper into enemy territory was admittedly risky without a secure 

line of communication and supply. Yet Scott had no attractive alternatives. Returning 

to Vera Cruz would have had the appearance of defeat. The army had to close its ranks 

in order to defend itself. Stationing garrisons in the army’s rear served only to drain 

strength from potentially active units. Gen. Scott decided to address his supply problems 

by moving the army’s wagons in well protected convoys that could defend themselves. 

Despite the American army’s precarious position, Gen. Santa Anna did not mount 

an offensive. Throughout much of June, he and his political adversaries bickered over 

their response to American peace overtures. He was further stymied by personal 

rivalries between himself and some of his generals even after these talks later broke 

  

27Hitchcock, Camp and Field, 258; Smith, War With Mexico, 62-64, 71-72; 
Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, May 23 and June 1, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

The peaceful occupation of Puebla came through close cooperation between Scott’s army 

and the city’s clergy. Puebla’s religious leaders were not supporters of Gen. Santa Anna. 

Smith, War with Mexico, 69, and Weigley, History of the United States Army, 188-89. 
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down. One historian likened these quarrels to "mice reckoning without the cat." 

Meanwhile, Huger had tired of this waiting game. At the end of July he recorded his 

disappointment at the failure of the negotiations. "This poor nation seems doomed to 

cause itself to be destroyed as a nation. "28 

Huger’s statement ruefully suggested a newfound optimism within the American 

army. On July 8, Gen. Gideon Pillow, formerly a brigadier general in Patterson’s 

division, had returned from Vera Cruz with 4,000 reinforcements. With him came 500 

wagons. The new troops swelled Scott’s army to over 9,000 effectives, although over 

2,000 officers and men were now listed as sick. Yet even these losses would soon be 

recovered. On August 6, Gen. Franklin Pierce marched into Puebla leading 2,500 more. 

With him came the remainder of Huger’s siege train.2? 

Scott’s army was now stronger than it was when it landed at Vera Cruz. Buoyed 

by the number of new arrivals, the general wasted no time in resuming his advance on 

Mexico City, now only ninety miles away. On August 7, Twigg’s division once again 

stepped onto the National Road, followed by Gen. Quitman’s the next day. Generals 

  

28Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, July 26, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Analogy quoted from Smith, War with Mexico, 82. On May 28, State Department 

envoy Nicholas Trist arrived in Puebla. This marked the opening of the Americans’ first 
attempt at negotiating a peaceful settlement of the war. 

29itchcock, Camp and Field, 265, 269-71; Smith, War with Mexico, 76-77; 
Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, June 13 and 17, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

Statements as to the actual number of American troops in Puebla vary considerably 

among sources. Numbers quoted here are from Huger’s ledger, dated July 21, "Journal 

from Mexico," Huger Papers, Virginia. Added to these numbers is the generally 
accepted figure of 2,500 men under Franklin Pierce. 
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Worth and Pillow departed with their commands on the 9th and 10th, respectively. 

Huger left Puebla on the 8th, riding with Gen. Scott and his staff while Hagner and the 

siege train marched with Gen. Quitman’s division. 

The leading columns churned up choking clouds of dust during the first two days. 

Then on the 9th, came a terrific downpour. Men, draft animals, and wagons slipped and 

stalled as they approached Mount Popocatepetl. Finally, on August 11, Huger reached 

the summit and took his first look at Mexico City in the lush valley below. Now within 

plain view of his objective, Huger and his company "locked wheels and slid down into 

the valley of Mexico. "30 

  

30Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Aug. 12, 1847, ibid. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE FINAL BATTLES FOR MEXICO 

The Americans bivouacked at the town of Ayotla. General Scott sent out his 

engineers to reconnoiter the four routes open to him (Fig. 4.1, p. 86). Twelve miles 

west along the National Road stood Mexico City. This was undoubtedly the most direct 

approach, but it was well guarded by the imposing castle, El Pefion, and a 7,000-man 

garrison. The army could also take the route through Mexicaltzingo, five miles farther 

south. However, this path was nearly as direct as the first, and would likely offer 

equally stiff resistance. The third approach would take the Americans north, around 

Lake Texcoco. However, this was too circuitous a route to be of any practical value. 

Besides, Scott’s scouting parties had discovered a strong contingent of Mexican artillery 

blocking the way. This left only the southern route. A thirty mile march by this road 

would around lakes Chalco and Xochimilco. It would bring the Americans to the town 

of San Agustin, ten miles southeast of the Mexican capital. This swampy trail was 

barely passable for artillery, but it had the advantage of being completely undefended. 

The southern route had the additional advantage of flanking El Pefion. As a 

result, Santa Anna would have to re-deploy portions of his 30,000-man force. Scott 

assiduously avoided the direct approach as he had at Vera Cruz and Cerro Gordo. This 

allowed him to conserve his army for the bitter work that he knew would come. 
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On August 15, Scott began his feint. Twiggs’s 2nd Division demonstrated in 

front of El Pefion as the other three divisions slipped away undetected. Huger remained 

close to his siege train, which marched in the rear of Pillow’s troops as they carefully 

led the way. The siege company brought up their heavy guns several times to cover the 

army’s advance. They encountered nothing. By nightfall on the 17th, all but Twiggs’ 

division were safely encamped at San Agustin. The final push to Mexico City was now 

at hand.! 

San Agustin occupied an intersection of some tactical importance. The road 

running north from the town led directly to the capital. Along this route sat the hacienda 

San Antonio and the town of Churubusco three miles beyond. To the right of this road 

lay Lake Xochimilco; on the left was an immense, impenetrable lava field known as "the 

Pedregal." The western road from San Agustin skirted the southern end of the Pedregal. 

It eventually faded into a narrow path that terminated near the villages of La Padierna 

and Contreras. These settlements sat astride a highway that also ran through Churubusco 

from the southwest along the opposite side of the Pedregal. 

Santa Anna was certain that Scott must now assault San Antonio. He 

strengthened his infantry there with a large contingent of heavy artillery. However, he 

neglected the possibility that the road to La Padierna and Contreras might--with some 

hasty improvements--suffice to turn the hacienda’s defenses altogether. When, on August 

  

ISmith, War with Mexico, 88; Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Aug. 15, 1847, 

Huger Papers, Virginia; Scott, Memoirs, 473-74. 
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18, Captains Lee and Beauregard, of the engineers, recommended just this approach, 

Gen. Scott concurred. Soon the path was wide enough to accommodate Twiggs’s and 

Pillow’s divisions as they marched to Contreras. Keeping the pressure on San Antonio’s 

defenders was a mixed force of infantry and dragons. 

What happened during the next two days surprised the men in both armies. The 

Americans defeated Santa Anna’s divisions so quickly and decisively that there was no 

time for Huger to bring up his heavy artillery. On the afternoon of August 19, 3,000 

troops from Pillows’ and Twiggs’s divisions hit Gen. Gabriel Valencia’s 5,500 infantry 

and artillery at Contreras. After desperate fighting, the Americans drove the Mexicans 

from their entrenchments at the point of the bayonet. The Mexicans left in their wake 

scores of abandoned siege and field artillery. By sundown, they had retreated three miles 

northward to the town of San Angel. The Americans resumed the contest with a surprise 

attack on Valencia’s camp early the next morning. It was all but over in seventeen 

minutes. Again, the Mexicans fled from the field in disarray. The Americans added 

further embarrassment by pelting the ranks of their fleeing enemy with shot and canister 

from captured artillery. It was a stunning defeat. Valencia lost 700 men killed and an 

additional 813 captured. Among the prisoners were four of his generals. American 
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losses did not exceed 60 men killed and wounded. In addition, Pillow’s and Twiggs’s 

troops captured 22 brass cannon, half of which were siege artillery. 

Valencia’s defeats at Contreras and San Angel doomed Santa Anna’s efforts to 

hold the Americans at San Antonio. One brigade each from Worth and Quitman, plus 

a contingent of dragoons under Col. William Harney were all that threatened this point. 

Yet with a third of the Mexican army in flight toward Churubusco, Santa Anna had no 

choice but to fall back to that line. Worth, Quitman, and Harney quickly followed as 

he withdrew.? 

By mid-day on August 20, the Mexican army had concentrated at Churubusco, 

behind the walls of the convent San Pablo. Bearing down on them now from two 

directions was Scott’s entire force. Uncharacteristically, Scott approved a frontal assault. 

He hoped that the momentum of an immediate attack would dislodge the convent’s 

defenders. This failed as scores of Americans fell from the sustained fire of Mexican 

muskets and artillery. The carnage continued for more than two hours, until two 

American brigades flanked the Mexicans on their left. This was enough to crumble all 

remaining resistance. By 4 p.m., Santa Anna’s beaten army was flying headlong for 

Mexico City. 

  

Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Aug. 20, 1847 and Benjamin Huger to Celestine 

Huger, Aug. 23, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; New Orleans Daily Picayune, Sept. 8, 

1847; Hitchcock, Camp and Field, 277. Huger stated in his Aug. 23 letter that he and 

his command stood in readiness for two days. During this time, he received no orders 

whatsoever. 

3Smith, War with Mexico, 112. 
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The Mexicans had now suffered two humiliating defeats in the same day. Over 

7,000 men had been killed, wounded, or taken prisoner. The amount of captured 

Mexican artillery and ordnance was enough to triple existing American stocks. 

Moreover, the occupation of Churubusco signaled the irreparable breach of Mexico 

City’s outer line of defense. In exchange for this, Gen. Scott lost over 1,000 officers 

and men killed or wounded.4 

The victories at Contreras and Churubusco both elated and troubled Huger. A 

defeat of this magnitude in the very shadow of the Mexican capital presaged a speedy end 

to hostilities. Yet Huger’s inspections of these battlegrounds again left him saddened and 

embittered by the seemingly pointless violence of the war. 

Huger was particularly struck by the "horrid scene" at the convent. It seemed to 

him such an unnecessary waste of life to take by the bayonet what could have been won 

with artillery. "Probably many, many lives could have been saved, but our people were 

drunk with victory and rushed on everything," he sighed. The lesson that Huger drew 

from Churubusco confirmed what he had learned from Cerro Gordo: impetuous frontal 

assaults are no substitute for well directed artillery fire.> 

Huger and his siege company resumed their ordnance duties following the battle 

at Churubusco. During the next three days, his men destroyed over 500,000 musket 

  

4New Orleans Daily Picayune, Sept. 8, 1847; Hitchcock, Camp and Field, 284. 

Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Aug. 23, 1847 and "Journal from Mexico," 

Aug. 21, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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cartridges at Contreras, and collected 37 cannon from Churubusco and San Antonio. 

Among the numbers of captured artillery were a dozen new-model bronze siege types, 

all mounted on stock-trail carriages. These included three 16-pounder guns and five 8- 

inch siege howitzers. Some of these pieces would soon assist Huger in this operations 

against Mexico City.® 

For the next two weeks, it appeared as though an assault on Mexico City might 

not be necessary. American emissary Nicholas Trist had again opened negotiations with 

Santa Anna. However, the lack of progress at these talks soon sewed doubts as to Santa 

Anna’s intentions. Huger described the discussions as "a slow opera" and noted that "the 

army generally are much out of humor with this state of affairs." 

Like the rest of the army, Huger was anxious to conclude his business and return 

home. "Any kind of peace will do for us," he confided to his wife. "They may cut their 

throats afterwards if they please. v7 

On September 7, the fragile armistice collapsed. During the previous four days, 

Gen. Scott had received a number of reports describing Mexican violations of the cease- 

fire. Among the most serious of these were indications that Santa Anna’s troops had 

  

Huger, "Report of Cannon and Etc. Captured on the 20th of August, 1847," Letters 

Received by the Adjutant General’s Office, 1846-1848, Record Group 94, National 

Archives. Listed as captured from Contreras were two 6-pounder guns taken from 

Taylor’s army at Buena Vista. Inscribed on the stock of a spiked 32-pounder were the 
words, "Mata los Yanquis" (Death to the Yankees). 

7Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Aug. 26 and Sept. 2, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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strengthened their fortifications. Disturbing evidence existed that the Mexicans had also 

been casting cannon nearby at an old foundry called "Molino del Rey" (The King’s Mill). 

Scott was incensed. On September 6, he sent Santa Anna an ultimatum. The Mexican 

leader had until noon the next day to pledge continued adherence to the terms of the 

armistice. Failure to do so would effectively end the cease-fire. Santa Anna, confident 

of victory, let the deadline expire. 

The Americans had not been inactive either. A week earlier, Huger’s siege train 

moved forward to Tacubaya, on the outskirts of Mexico City. Worth’s division of 

regulars accompanied them. Scott also brought up one of Pillow’s bridges and three 

squadrons of dragoons under the command of Major Edwin V. Sumner. As confidence 

in a negotiated settlement waned, it became clear that these 3,100 men would constitute 

Scott’s shock troops.® 

From Tacubaya, the general-in-chief and his staff could plainly see the difficulties 

confronting them (Fig. 4.2, p. 93). One and half miles directly north of the town stood 

the imposing fortress of Chapultepec. This stone bastion rested atop a hill which 

commanded the western approach to Mexico City. Eight hundred yards in front of 

  

8William J. Worth, "Report of the Battle of Molino del Rey," Senate Executive 
Document No. 1, 30th Cong., Ist Sess., 361-62, 365. A reprint of the text of the 

armistice appeared in New Orleans Daily Picayune, Sept. 8, 1847. Under the terms of 
the armistice, Scott’s army would purchase food from merchants in Mexico City. Scott 

blamed the Mexicans for the subsequent rioting which prohibited this practice. This was 

an important ancillary item in Scott’s ultimatum. Winfield Scott to Santa Anna, and 

Santa Anna’s reply, Sept. 6, 1847, as printed in New Orleans Daily Picayune, Sept. 26, 

1847. 
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Chapultepec stood the collection of single story buildings that constituted the molino. 

On the molino’s roofs were stacks of sandbags forming a series of parapets. Further 

strengthening the site was a mile-long, L-shaped drainage ditch that had been built up as 

a field-work. This trench linked the mill’s defenses to a strongly fortified powder depot 

called "Casa Mata," another 500 yards to the west. 

By the morning of September 7, 14,000 of Santa Anna’s best troops held the line 

from Casa Mata to the molino. He concentrated most of his infantry on his flanks. A 

16-pounder siege gun and three smaller caliber field pieces strengthened the center of the 

line. Mexican lancers hovered farther west of Casa Mata. These horsemen would strike 

the American assaulting columns in flank as they deployed.? 

Scott decided on a direct attack all along the Mexican line. The bloodiest work 

would fall to Worth’s regulars. Colonel John Garland’s brigade of infantry and light 

artillery would assail the Mexicans’ right. On the far left, Col. James McIntosh was to 

lead his brigade against the walls of Casa Mata. Worth would rely on Huger’s heavy 

artillery to batter a hole in the Mexican defenses to the left of Garland’s brigade. A 

handpicked storming party of 500 men under Maj. George Wright planned to exploit 

Huger’s breach. They would be supported by a light infantry battalion led by Capt. E. 

Kirby Smith. Worth would hold in reserve Gen. George Cadwalader’s brigade from 

Twiggs’s division. 

  

9smith, War with Mexico, 140. 
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At 3 a.m. on September 8, Huger’s siege company began to move. In the pre- 

dawn darkness, Huger and Hagner went into battery 600 yards southwest of the Molino. 

With them were two 24-pounder siege guns. Captain Smith and his light battalion came 

up in the rear of Huger’s position as planned. Wright’s storming party waited on 

Huger’s left. Cadwalader readied his reserve brigade 100 yards beyond Wright. As with 

Garland’s and MclIntosh’s brigades, all preparations had been made for a general 

engagement at dawn. 

To Huger went the honor of firing the first shot. "Just as the trumpets at 

Chapultepec were sounding Revellie," Huger recalled, "I cut it short with the order to 

fire, the first shot knocking away the gateway." After expending a dozen rounds, Huger 

saw Wright’s party charge headlong toward the gaping hole in the molino’s wall. Huger 

continued firing until the infantry’s advance masked his guns, 10 

What Huger observed next left him stunned. "[The Mexicans] let our men 

approach, they laying perfectly hid and quiet till [Wright’s command] got some 60 or 70 

yards [from the molino], then they opened a most murderous fire which did awful 

execution in our ranks." Eleven out of fourteen of the party’ officers went down in an 

instant, including Maj. Wright himself. Nevertheless, the small band temporarily 

scattered their opposing numbers, capturing a field piece before being forced to 

retire. 11 

  

10Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 8, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

‘Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 8, 1847, ibid; Worth, "Molino del Rey," 
363. 
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Now Worth ordered Smith’s battalion and the right wing of Cadwalader’s brigade 

to Wright’s support. As they rushed to the aid of their comrades, more Mexican infantry 

came forward to close the gap. The two forces collided in a melee of desperate hand-to- 

hand fighting. Firing continued from the parapets, but it was not enough to force the 

attackers back. Slowly, Smith’s and Cadwalader’s men fought their way into the yard 

of the molino. 

Huger and Stone pulled a gun up to the foundry’s southernmost building in the 

wake of the breakthrough. They now came under a continual fire from Chapultepec. 

They unlimbered their piece and shot several rounds into an approaching body of lancers 

and infantry. Their shots told, turning back a challenge to the van of Garland’s 

brigade. 12 

By now hard fighting had developed on the Americans’ left. Severe musketry 

from the direction of Casa Mata had stalled MclIntosh’s advance. Isolated and 

outgunned, the brigade took heavy losses. Before long, the three senior officers had 

been either killed or wounded. Mexican cavalry and infantry also threatened the 

brigade’s exposed flank. Almost at the last minute, Maj. Sumner’s dragoons disputed 

this advance with the help of McIntosh’s battery of 6-pounders. Additional help came 

  

12Huger, "Report of the Operations of the Siege Train on the 8th day of Sept., 

1847," Letters Received by the Adjutant General’s Office, Mexican War, 1846-48, 

Record group 94, National Archives. 
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from an unexpected quarter. From over 1000 yards to their right, Hagner assisted 

MclIntosh’s brigade with a well directed fire from Huger’s other 24-pounder. }3 

It was now about 6:30 a.m. In the first hour and a half, Worth’s division had 

been repulsed everywhere along the line. He responded by committing the last of his 

reserves. Gradually the tide turned. Garland’s brigade swept into the molino from the 

south, adding weight to Smith’s and Cadwalader’s frontal assault. They steadily drove 

the Mexican garrison back toward the safety of Chapultepec. On the left, Casa Mata had 

already fallen to McIntosh’s reformed brigade. As his men gained the Mexicans’ works, 

they turned the captured guns on their fleeing foes. Within the hour, the firing had 

practically ceased altogether. 

Huger was not present for the final occupation of Molino del Rey. He had 

returned to Tacubaya for more ammunition. Hagner had already emptied his limber, and 

Stone would soon be in the same situation. It was still early morning. By sundown, 

Huger fully expected to pitch his tent within the walls of Mexico City. However, when 

he returned to the battlefield, he learned that Scott had recalled Worth’s division. Huger 

was bitterly disappointed. He was further angered by the sight of American ambulances 

dodging a steady shower of shot from Chapultepec’s batteries. "Magnanamous nation," 

he sniffed. !4 

  

13 Huger, "Report of the Operations of the Siege Train," Letters Received by the 

Adjutant General’s Office, Mexican War, 1846-48, Record Group 94, National Archives; 

Worth, "Molino del Rey," 363-64; Smith, War with Mexico, 147. 

141 Tuger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 8, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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The victory at Molino del Rey was total. Worth’s command had routed a force 

nearly five times its number. It seemed not to matter that the Mexicans were well 

protected and prepared for an attack. Despite these advantages, Santa Anna lost in 

excess of 3,000 men, including approximately fifty officers. Among those taken prisoner 

were two of Santa Anna’s most senior generals. However, there were other sobering 

factors to consider. !° 

Huger was quietly critical of his superiors’ handling of the attack on the molino. 

In his journal, he condemned Worth for not committing more troops to the fight and for 

attacking prematurely. He also felt that Scott’s decision to pull back from Chapultepec 

only granted Santa Anna more time to perfect the castle’s defenses. As at Churubusco, 

Huger did not view this victory in absolute terms. He preferred to balance gains against 

losses. By this yardstick, the loss of almost 800 American officers and men seemed 

unnecessarily high. Huger sadly concluded that "another such victory would destroy 

us. "16 

Huger’s comment underscored an obvious problem. The Americans had been 

flirting with disaster ever since Scott cut them loose from Puebla and Jalapa. The 

likelihood of receiving timely reinforcements was extremely limited under such 

circumstances. This had been of little concern due to the army’s rapid progress and its 

recent victories. Yet there was no question that Scott’s divisions were now taking severe 

  

I5Worth, "Molino del Ray," 365. 

16Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 8, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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casualties. Soon they would lose more, as the Mexican army fought with its back 

literally against the walls of Mexico City. As the general-in-chief and his staff planned 

for the final offensive, they counted only 7,100 men of all arms. Capturing the Mexican 

capital with an army this size was one thing; holding it would be quite another 

matter. !7 

On the morning of September 11, Scott called his staff together to plan the attack 

on Mexico City. The importance of preserving the army figured prominently in lengthy 

discussions. The ensuing debate focused primarily upon the merits of two alternative 

approaches to the city. The southern route was the most direct of the two. However, 

it entailed passing over three elevated causeways which were well protected by a score 

of skillfully placed batteries. Supporting each battery was a strong contingent of 

infantry. Flanking these positions was virtually impossible because of the swampy 

ground on either side of each causeway. As noted earlier, the formidable castle of 

Chapultepec dominated the western outskirts of the capital. It protected the intersection 

of two additional elevated causeways: Avenida La Veronica, and Avenida Belen. La 

Veronica ran northward for about a mile before turning abruptly east to enter the city 

through Garita de San Cosme (San Cosme Gate). Belen followed a straight line to the 

northeast, passing under Garita de Belen one and a quarter miles from Chapultepec (Fig. 

4.3, p. 100). 

  

17 Scott, Memoirs, 530. 
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Little enthusiasm existed for either alternative. Yet most of the engineers initially 

endorsed the southern approach, including Huger’s friend, Capt. Robert E. Lee. 

Generals Pillow and Quitman seconded their opinions. These officers argued that an 

attack from the south would at least allow the Americans to avoid the guns of 

Chapultepec. The problem was that Santa Anna had anticipated that very decision. He 

had already arranged to meet an American attack from the south with a murderous 

concentration of artillery and small arms fire. It was this realization that shifted the 

focus of the discussion to Huger. 18 

From Huger’s perspective, the western approach to the city made far more sense. 

He viewed Chapultepec as a liability to the Mexicans rather than as an asset. Huger 

predicted that within a day’s time he could pound the fortress into submission. Once it 

fell, Scott’s army would have both the La Veronica and Belen causeways in their 

possession. Huger probably also noted that the bastion’s western side was narrower. 

Consequently, it mounted fewer guns than it did on its longer southern face. This being 

so, he could more readily destroy these pieces before an infantry assault. Mexican 

counterbattery fire from the western end of the fort would also produce fewer casualties 

among his artillery crews. Finally, the soil surrounding Chapultepec was drier and 

harder than the terrain south of the city. This was an important consideration to those 

  

18smith, War with Mexico, 149-50. 
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who would move the heavy siege guns. In a few brief moments, Huger had given 

Scott’s staff much to ponder. 19 

Under the circumstances, Huger’s opinions carried considerable weight--enough, 

in fact, that they largely determined Scott’s final plan of attack. The terrible slaughters 

at Molino del Rey and Churubusco were fresh in everyone’s mind. The success of the 

entire campaign now hung in the balance. Another such assault could ruin Scott’s army. 

Huger’s was the voice of the minority, but among those slim numbers was Gen. Scott 

himself. The general concluded the conference with the order to bombard Chapultepec 

and attack Mexico City from the west. A feint opposite the capital’s southern gates 

would keep Santa Anna’s attention focused in that direction. The reduction of 

Chapultepec would begin the next day under Huger’s direction.29 

Huger immediately went to work implementing his plan. During the next twenty- 

four hours, he would establish four siege batteries in an arc around Chapultepec’s 

southwestern flank (Fig. 4.4, p. 103). Huger set their distances from the fort’s ramparts 

at 1,000 to 1,400 yards. At the easternmost point of the arc sat battery number one. Its 

8-inch howitzer and captured 16-pounder gun would be commanded by Capt. Simon H. 

Drum, a talented artillery officer whom Huger had come to like and respect. About 

1,000 yards to the west was battery number two. There Huger placed a 24-pounder gun 

  

19cmith, War with Mexico, 149. Huger’s opinions also found support from Gen. 

Twiggs, and Lt. P.G.T. Beauregard, of the engineers. 

20Peter Hagner to parents, Sept. 20, 1847, Hagner Papers, North Carolina; 

Hitchcock, Camp and Field, 300. 
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and another 8-inch heavy howitzer under the supervision of Lt. Hagner. Next in line 

came battery number three, 300 yards north of number two. Like battery number one, 

it too would be armed with a howitzer and a captured Mexican 16-pounder. Huger chose 

Capt. Horace Brooks, 2nd Artillery, for this command. Finally, on the left, or 

northernmost position of Huger’s siege line, would be battery number four. Lieutenant 

Stone would superintend the firing of that battery’s lone 10-inch mortar.”! 

In siting these batteries, Huger worked closely with Capt. Lee and another 

promising young engineer, Capt. George B. McClellan. The three reconnoitered 

between Chapultepec and the American lines within easy range of Mexican artillery. 

Yet, as darkness overtook the valley, the American picket line was the party’s greater 

danger. At one point, shots from a nervous infantryman nearly struck Huger as he 

approached Molino del Rey from the east.22 

Huger spent most of the night of the 11th supervising the construction of his 

batteries’ field works. He and his officers would then bring up the heavy ordnance from 

Tacubaya as each site neared completion. Not everything went as planned. Moving the 

cumbersome pieces in the darkness tried everyone’s patience. Hagner’s 24-pounder 

overturned and had to be replaced with a heavy howitzer. In addition, the late arrival 

of battery three’s fatigue party prevented the two pieces there from going into action on 

  

2l Huger, "Report of Operations of Siege Train on the 12th, 13th, & 14th of 

September, 1847," Letters Received by the Adjutant General’s Office, Mexican War, 

Record Group 94, National Archives. 

22Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 11, 1847, and Benjamin Huger to Celestine 

Huger, Sept. 18, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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time. Work also lagged at the mortar battery. Huger began to see that despite his 

exertions, only batteries one and two had any hope of opening their bombardment on 

time. With this unpleasant thought in mind, he spent an almost sleepless night attending 

to a myriad of endless details.2° 

Huger was not the only one battling time. The infantry also stumbled in the 

darkness toward their appointed positions. South of Chapultepec, two field batteries and 

one of Twiggs’s brigades deployed to the right of siege battery number one. General 

Quitman came up with his division 500 yards to that battery’s left. To the west Gen. 

Pillow’s division filed into line behind the molino. Gen. Worth’s brigades followed in 

close support. For now, the infantry had only to wait, hoping that Gen. Scott’s 

confidence in Huger was not misplaced. 

As dawn approached, Huger might well have been wondering the same thing. 

He had planned to fire the opening shots at first light. Unforeseen delays caused him to 

relinquish that honor to Twiggs’ field batteries. This covering fire gave Huger’s 

command additional time to complete the masked earthworks thus far undetected by the 

enemy. It was after sunrise before Huger received word that batteries one and two were 

ready for action. Unwilling to countenance further delays, he ordered Capt. Drum and 

Lt. Hagner to fire when ready. 

  

23Huger, "Journal from Mexico," Sept. 11, 1847 and Benjamin Huger to Celestine 

Huger, Sept 18, 1847, ibid.; Huger, "Report of Siege Operations, Sept. 12-14, 1847. 
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The two officers went to work immediately. Hagner boasted that his first shot 

"opened a new window in the castle of Chapultepec." Drum’s battery was no less 

accurate. Lieutenant Stone’s crew opened fire a short time later. Their rounds brought 

panic to the bastion’s inner yard. By contrast, Mexican counter-battery fire was initially 

unimpressive. This left Huger’s gunners free to choose their targets with impunity. The 

importance of this fact probably was not lost on those troops who had faced Huger’s guns 

at Vera Cruz.24 

This lopsided duel worked to Huger’s benefit. He used the opportunity to 

position Capt. Brooks’ gun and howitzer. This operation brought Huger and his drivers 

under a heavy fire from Chapultepec’s western ramparts. Unlike the shots that fell 

randomly about Hagner’s and Drum’s batteries, these were finding their mark. Each 

explosion produced thick clouds of dust and scattered debris everywhere. Huger could 

only abandon this site in favor of a safer one north of Molino del Rey. He then 

conducted his party along the Molino’s western side to a wide avenue called the Anzures 

Causeway. Here, Huger ordered Brooks’ howitzer and 16-pounder into battery.2° 

Brooks found an important advantage in his new position. His battery’s field of 

fire paralleled Chapultepec’s northern face all the way to the La Veronica Causeway. 

This gave him control of the intersection where the Anzures and La Veronica causeways 

  

24Peter Hagner to parents, Sept. 20, 1847, Hagner Papers, North Carolina. 

2>Huger, "Report of Operations of Siege Train, Sept. 12-14, 1847," Huger, "Journal 

from Mexico," Sept. 13, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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met. Santa Anna tried to force this important crossroads several times in order to 

reinforce the castle’s garrison. Brooks and his crews repelled every attempt. General 

Nicolas Bravo, Chapultepec’s senior officer, was now completely isolated. 

Huger’s other batteries continued to smash away at the fortress’ walls. By the 

evening of September 12, the siege batteries had dismounted at least two of Gen. Bravo’s 

heavy guns. Collateral damage to the ramparts and reduction of the garrison virtually 

silenced the remaining pieces. Still more Mexican troops perished on the slopes below 

the castle’s walls. In return, Huger’s batteries remained untouched. The stock of 

Brooks’ captured 16-pounder had broken, but only from the relentless pounding of the 

gun’s recoil. Huger quickly replaced this gun with one of his own 24-pounders and the 

firing continued. He later took advantage of Chapultepec’s diminished fire to return 

Brooks’ battery to its intended position. Nightfall finally ended this tragic mismatch. 

This allowed Huger and his siege company their first respite in over thirty-six hours.2° 

Huger was pleased with the day’s results. Still, he had not met his earlier 

expectations. General Bravo’s garrison had suffered greatly, but it had not been forced 

to surrender. Scott was also somewhat disappointed but undeterred from adhering to his 

original timetable. He ordered the final assault on Chapultepec to begin the next 

morning. 

  

2Huger, "Report of Operations of Siege Train, Sept. 12-14, 1847"; Smith, War with 

Mexico, 153. 
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At 5:30 a.m., September 13, Huger’s batteries once again opened up with a 

furious bombardment. The destruction continued unabated for over three hours. 

Grapeshot, canister, and explosive shells raked Chapultepec’s ramparts and the 

entrenchments fronting its walls. At approximately 8:30 a.m., Lt. T. Williams, Scott’s 

aide de camp, rode out to Huger with the order to cease firing. Both Quitman’s and 

Pillow’s infantry now lunged forward preceded by their storming parties. 

These simultaneous advances from the west and the south met a galling fire of 

musketry and artillery. On the west, Pillow’s leading brigade suffered heavily from 

Mexican sharpshooters posted in the woods east of the molino. More men fell as it 

pushed through the woodline into the clearing on the other side. Pillow himself quickly 

went down with a serious wound to his ankle. Command of the division then devolved 

on Gen. George Cadwalader, who by this time was supported by a brigade from Gen. 

Worth’s reserve division. For the moment, however, these reinforcements made no 

difference. The spearhead of Pillow’s attack had already gone to ground after only a half 

hour’s fighting. 

Quitman’s division met with even greater resistance south of the fortress. 

Mexican artillery took its toll on these troops even while they maneuvered around the 

ditches and flooded fields in their path. The Mexican defenses then exploded with a 

sustained volley of musket and artillery fire as they approached Chapultepec and the 

Belen Causeway. Quitman disregarded his orders merely to demonstrate and went on 

the attack. His troops paid heavily for this act of courage. Like Pillow’s assault on the 
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left, Quitman’s ground to a halt in short order. Only the timely arrival of a supporting 

brigade under Gen. Persifor Smith stabilized this portion of the field. 

Huger looked on from his siege line. He was appalled at the pointless carnage 

of another premature attack. His reaction is understandable. Tons of captured and U.S. 

heavy ordnance were now at his disposal. Mexican artillerymen posed no credible threat 

to either his crews or his guns. Huger saw no reason why Chapultepec could not be 

systematically reduced to rubble before risking further loss of American lives. Here 

again, Huger was both scientist and soldier. He was applying method and economy to 

the art of war. 

It was difficult for Huger to stand idly by and await the conclusion of another 

day’s grim work. The American attack had stalled on both fronts. He was determined 

to aid the infantry in any way he could. Huger began firing over the heads of Pillow’s 

and Quitman’s troops from a distance of over 1100 yards. He continued his cannonade 

until well after the infantry resumed their advance. Anxious moments came for the men 

in the storming parties. Some complained that Huger’s shots passed so closely overhead 

that "[they] nearly touched their caps. na] 

Huger’s unexpected bombardment helped the infantry regain its footing. He saw 

their attack build momentum. It gained strength from small, isolated victories along the 

Mexicans’ defensive line. Santa Anna’s troops slowly began to give ground from the 

Anzures Causeway north of the molino to the Tacubaya Road east of Chapultepec. 

  

27Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Sept. 25, 1847, and "Journal from Mexico, 

Sept. 13, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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Desperate hand-to-hand fighting quickly cleared the Mexicans from their works. The 

storming parties followed just behind. As they raised their ladders against the palace’s 

white-washed walls, more American troops spilled onto the lower roofs and parapets. 

Scott’s troops closed in on the rear of Chapultepec from the west and the south 

respectively. Bravo’s hapless garrison was now completely surrounded and 

overwhelmed. Huger saw the Mexican flag come down amid the wild cheers of his 

comrades. "I jumped up on a gun carriage," he later wrote, "and called for three times 

three, cap in hand and the grey hairs moving in the wind--I whooped like a boy. "28 

The victory at Chapultepec was swift and decisive. Barely one hour had passed 

from the time Huger interrupted his barrage until the surrender of Bravo’s garrison. The 

Americans took approximately 1800 prisoners including Bravo himself. A vast 

assortment of small arms and field artillery also fell to the victors. Losses among the 

three American divisions are impossible to know since separate returns for this phase of 

the day’s fighting were not submitted. However, a total of 500 to 700 would not be an 

unreasonable estimate.2? 

Scott’s troops began their final advance on Mexico City late the same morning. 

Quitman’s division was the first to leave. One of Gen. Twiggs’ brigades marched along 

in support. These troops pursued Santa Anna’s retreat via the Belen Causeway. Worth 

  

28Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Sept. 25, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

Scott, "Battles of Mexico City," 30th Cong., 1st Sess., Senate Doc. No. 1, 378-81, 

Library of Congress. 

29¢mith, War with Mexico, 58, 160-61; Scott, "Battles of Mexico City," 381. 
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departed about two hours later. He took the La Veronica Causeway with his division and 

Cadwalader’s brigade. Scott split up Huger’s heavy batteries between these two 

commands. Huger, with Capt. Brooks and Lts. Stone and Hagner, followed Worth. 

Captain Drum’s battery fell in with Quitman’s division. The general-in-chief himself 

planned to join Worth’s advance after receiving Bravo’s surrender at Chapultepec. 

Progress was slow along the elevated roadways. The Mexicans easily blocked 

these narrow approaches with field batteries and small detachments of supporting 

infantry. As the troops of Worth and Quitman encountered these obstacles, they fought 

small pitched battles that claimed the lives of still more men. Under these circumstances, 

it was early afternoon before Quitman arrived to threaten the Garita Belen. Worth’s late 

start postponed the attack on Garita San Cosme until well after 4 p.m. 

Quitman’s attack on Garita Belen was as bloody as it was brief. By 2 p.m., his 

division had forced its way through the stone archway after a sharp exchange of artillery 

fire. His leading brigade took heavy casualties. All of Quitman’s staff were either killed 

or wounded in the struggle. The general also lost virtually his entire contingent of 

artillery officers. Among the dead was Huger’s friend, Simon Drum. These debilitating 

losses forced Quitman to halt his command inside the gate and wait for sundown. 22 

Worth’s line of attack was far less costly. Since Santa Anna never took Scott’s 

western attack seriously, he left the La Veronica Causeway relatively unprotected. This 

was indeed fortunate. Worth’s advance had to pass through a narrow intersection where 

  

30S cott, "Battles of Mexico City," 382; Smith, War with Mexico, 160. 
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La Veronica made an abrupt right turn. This bottleneck marked the suburb of Campo 

Santo. Its stone and adobe dwellings hugged the avenue all the way to the Garita. Santa 

Anna could have severely mauled the attackers from every window and yard along the 

causeway had he been better prepared. As it happened, just three Mexican batteries 

disputed Worth’s brigades as they pushed their way through Campo Santo to the walls 

of Mexico City. 

Huger did not take part in any of these preliminary skirmishes. He had been 

delayed by an unexplained shortage of horses, and by the need to dispense with the 

newly captured Mexican ordnance. By the time he reported to Worth, preparations were 

in motion for the assault on Garita San Cosme. Huger called Hagner’s battery forward, 

but found it impossible to maneuver these heavy pieces into a favorable position. 

Worth’s impatience was manifest. He ordered the battery to the rear and resorted to a 

more unconventional plan. 

The strength of the Garita impressed Worth. He believe his only hope in 

capturing the stronghold lay in flanking it on both sides. To this end, he sent two 

brigades into the shops and houses on either side of the causeway. These men used picks 

and crowbars to tunnel their way from one building to the next. They eventually came 

to within a few feet of the Garita’s walls. Meanwhile, Hagner brought forward two 
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mountain howitzers. He and his men disassembled the cannons and lifted them into place 

atop some nearby buildings.>! 

Sometime after 8 p.m., the howitzers opened fire with the help of a light field 

piece. Worth’s lead brigades then sprang from their buildings "as if by magic." The 

artillery crews immediately found their marks. They killed several Mexican gunners and 

disabled a 24-pounder with their first rounds. The infantry swarmed through the Garita 

minutes later. With a hurrah, they drove away or killed the gate’s garrison. The 

American rush came with such speed that some of Santa Anna’s staff were captured as 

they sat down to eat. Worth was disappointed at not capturing the commander-in-chief 

also, but found other compensation. He noted that one of his young lieutenants "had the 

gratification of eating his excellency’s well-prepared supper. "32 

Huger now brought forward Stone’s 10-inch mortar and two 24-pounders. 

Between 9 and 10 p.m., he directed several rounds into the National palace and the grand 

plaza almost a mile away. Worth reported that the shots "told with admirable effect." 

This caused both the Mexican government and the army to evacuate the city. A 

delegation of Mexican officials approached Worth three hours later with the intention of 

  

31 }uger, "Report of Operations of Siege Train, Sept. 12-14, 1847"; Worth, "General 

Worth’s Report" (Mexico City), 30th Cong., Ist Sess., Sen. Doc. No. 1, 392, Library 

of Congress. 

32Worth, "General Worth’s Report," 392-93. 
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surrendering their capital. By 4:30 a.m., September 14, they had met with Scott. He 

brusquely insisted that Mexico City was already his.33 

Scott’s claim was somewhat premature. Daylight on the 14th revealed signs of 

civil unrest. The Americans soon discovered that the fleeing Mexican government had 

released some 2,000 convicts. Many of them were armed. Some of these fugitives had 

fired upon Worth’s troops as they occupied the plaza. These shots had already struck 

down two officers, mortally wounding one. Worth then turned to Huger to quell this 

small insurrection. He did so with the help of a couple of 8-inch howitzers. This 

secured the plaza, but sporadic firing would continue for another twenty-four hours.>4 

The ensuing weeks gave Huger ample time to reflect on his ordeal. "We have 

had glory enough and have paid dearly for it," he concluded. Huger’s greatest personal 

loss was his friend, Capt. Drum. However, he was most profoundly affected by the 

sheer number of casualties. He continued to question whether they were necessary. 

Huger revealed the depth of his sorrow in a letter to his sons. He suggested they "make 

a pile of nuts with 3,000 to see how horrible it is." Indeed, the cost to Scott’s army was 

high--just over 2,700 from a force that almost never exceeded 8,500 effectives.>> 

There was sufficient cause for celebration despite the army’s losses. After all, 

the Mexican campaign had been a success. Scott’s unorthodox strategy brought 

  

33Worth, "General Worth’s Report," 393; Scott, "Battles of Mexico City," 383. 

34W orth, "General Worth’s Report," 393-94; Scott, "Battles for Mexico City," 383. 

35Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Sept. 26 and Oct. 30, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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widespread recognition to himself and to everyone connected with him. Many 

individuals had garnered official recognition for their heroic battlefield exploits. Huger 

received credit and notoriety on both counts. Scott’s official report heaped praise on 

Huger as "an officer distinguished by every kind of merit." He drew particular attention 

to Huger’s handling of his ordnance duties, and to his conduct at Molino del Rey and 

Chapultepec. Adding weight to the General’s comments were three brevet promotions 

which raised Huger to the rank of colonel. 26 

The cessation of hostilities made Huger anxious to return home. Paramount in 

his mind was his concern for his wife’s health. A string of ailments left her sedated 

during much of the past ten months. The demands of the campaign had enabled Huger 

to push aside some of his frustration with this matter. Now his relative inactivity left 

him with the time to worry even more.>/ 

  

36Scott, "Battles of Mexico," 380, 384, 385. Huger’s promotions are documented 

in "Military History of Ordnance Officers, Vol. 1, Record Group 156, National 

Archives, and in Huger’s obituary, Huger Papers, Virginia. Scott also presented Huger 

with Santa Anna’s spurs as a personal token of his gratitude. Scott had accepted the 
spurs after refusing the Generalissimo’s sword in an act of magnanimity. "Santa Anna’s 

Spurs," from a recorded statement of Huger’s granddaughter, Mrs. Julia Trible Huger 

Moniche. Recording in possession of the author. 
Gen. Scott reported Mexican losses at 7,000 killed and wounded, and 3,370 taken 

prisoner "including 13 generals, of whom 3 had been presidents of this republic." 

Captured ordnance totalled 132 pieces of all types, 20,000 small arms, and "an immense 

quantity of shotts, shells, powder, etc." Scott, "Battles for Mexico," 385. 

37Benjamin Huger to George Talcott, Oct. 7, 1847 and Benjamin Huger to Celestine 

Huger, April 25, May 23, June 1, 12, 23, Aug. 23, Sept. 2, 6, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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It would be several more months before Huger would finally set sail for home. 

Potential political instability in Mexico was partly to blame for the delay. There also 

existed a different sort of political struggle between Gen. Scott and his senior officers. 

As a member of Scott’s staff, Huger was a player in this drama whether he liked it or 

not. 

The controversy stemmed from an attempt by Genls. Pillow, Worth, and Twiggs 

to claim public credit for the successes of the Mexican campaign. Their assertions in a 

New Orleans newspaper soon found their way to Mexico City. Scott responded 

promptly. He charged all three men with insubordination and placed them under house 

arrest. The three generals then brought formal charges against Scott. Lines were drawn. 

This uncomfortable state of affairs lasted nearly six months. In February, 1848, 

President Polk finally diffused the crisis by releasing the three generals from arrest and 

ordering a court of inquiry. He also relieved Scott of his command. Polk named a 

fellow democrat, Gen. William O. Butler, as commander-in-chief of the American army 

of occupation. 

Despite his earlier criticisms of Scott, Huger remained one of the general’s 

staunchest allies. He privately declared his distrust of his commander’s wayward 

lieutenants. He referred to them as "Mustang Generals" who would fade with time. 
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Huger was particularly contemptuous of Worth, who openly resented Scott’s habit of 

seeking advice from junior officers.38 

The highly politicized nature of this headquarters feud was probably hard on 

Huger’s already flagging morale. It is not known to what degree Huger overtly 

supported Scott. He was certainly not given to pettiness and political backbiting. It is 

probably fair to assume that there were no secret loyalties among such an intimate group 

as Scott’s staff. Huger became increasingly impatient with the entire affair as it 

continued throughout the fall and winter months. Making matters worse was Butler’s flat 

rejection of Huger’s renewed request for reassignment. 

Huger’s eventual exit from Mexico was the result of an amusingly deceitful 

episode. He first circumvented Butler’s refusal by enlisting the sympathy and 

cooperation of Col. Talcott. The colonel responded by issuing new orders for his former 

subaltern, effective immediately upon Huger’s arrival in New Orleans. Huger then 

Ww? procured a surgeon’s certificate for "’a Hernia in an irritable and painful condition,’ and 

just to be sure, ’an irritable and ill-conditioned ulcer on the right leg.’" This diagnosis 

gave Huger a medical leave of absence. On April 22 he departed Mexico City after an 

emotional farewell to his military family. Huger reported for duty in New Orleans two 

weeks later. Talcott’s orders would eventually require Huger’s presence in Washington. 

  

38Huger’s reference to "Mustang Generals" appears in a prophetic comparison 

between Capt. Robert E. Lee and Scott’s troublesome generals: “He [Lee] does not sing 

his own praises, but he will be remembered when lots of these Mustang Generals are 

entirely forgotten." Benjamin Huger to Celestine Huger, Nov. 23, 1847, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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For now, however, this war-wearied, middle-aged captain was satisfied to be finally 

homeward bound.>? 

  

39Benjamin Huger to George Talcott, April 21, 1848, Letters Received by the 

Ordnance Department, 1827-1889, Record Group 156, National Archives; Huger, 

"Journal from Mexico," April 13, 21, 22, May 2, 7, 9, 14, 1848 and Benjamin Huger 

to Benjamin Huger Jr., Mar. 21, 1848, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ONE OF THE "SHINING LIGHTS OF ORDNANCE" 

Huger’s Mexican War service greatly enhanced his personal and professional 

reputation at home. His brevet promotions reflected General Scott’s high opinion of 

Huger’s worth as both a staff and a field officer. Many of Scott’s subordinates agreed. 

Huger’s reputation extended also into the ranks of newly commissioned officers who 

often approached him for advice. However, probably no one was more proud of Huger 

than his elderly father. Dispensing with his usual reserve, Francis Kinloch Huger praised 

his son’s martial conduct: "Success obtained by manly, sensible, bold & firm conduct 

is always a ground for self-gradulation. nl 

Not everyone greeted Huger’s military accomplishments with such enthusiasm. 

Some professional artillerymen objected to the way in which Huger employed his 

ordnance company as artillerists. They complained that this action "blurred the line 

between the technical and combat functions of the artillery." Indeed, the Army did not 

equate laborers and mechanics with soldiers. Yet few outside the Artillery Corps were 

willing to argue with success. The ordnance company’s dual role had saved the War 

Department in manpower and training costs. Huger was also quick to remind his 

  

lFrancis K. Huger to Benjamin Huger, Sept. 9, 1848 and Francis K. Huger to Mrs. 

Joseph A. Huger, Feb. 2, 1853, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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detractors that "the result of the firing [at Chapultepec] has shown that the officers and 

men of the Ordnance Dept. knew how to use their pieces. nd 

Huger devoted very little time to this bureaucratic skirmishing. His most 

immediate task was assessing the performance of the Army’s ordnance during the 

Mexican campaign. His reports to the Ordnance Department gave some insight into the 

effectiveness of American arms of this period. From artillery to small arms, there was 

considerable room for improvement. Axletrees and wheels broke regularly on the new 

mountain howitzers. The 12- and 24-pounder shells often failed to burst on time or at 

all. Ramrods split. The experimental Colt repeating pistols frequently burst, or fired 

two chambers simultaneously. Cavalry musketoons were also too cumbersome for 

mounted fighting. However, there was a silver lining in these failures.° 

The Mexican War occurred exactly midway through the Ordnance Department’s 

ongoing program to systematize and upgrade the Army’s artillery. While Huger was in 

the field, his friend and colleague, Capt. Mordecai, continued to direct the department’s 

efforts. Huger’s reports no doubt provided Mordecai with very valuable and timely 

information. 

  

2Benjamin Huger to George Talcott, Jan. 1, 1848, Letters Received by the Ordnance 

Department, Record Group 156, National Archives; William E. Birkhimer, Historical 

Sketch of the Organization, Administration, Material, and Tactics of the Artillery of the 

United States Army (Washington, 1884), 176-77, 201-4. 

3Jesse Reno to Benjamin Huger, Aug. 28, 1847, Huger Papers, Virginia; Benjamin 

Huger to George Talcott, Letters from Ordnance Officers, 1846-1848, Record Group 

156, National Archives. 
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During 1848-1851, Huger resumed his work with Mordecai and the other 

ordnance board members. "Special duty" often removed him from his post at Fort 

Monroe and placed him in Washington for weeks at a time. It was during this period 

that the board completed the final draft of Artillery for the Land Service. This manual’s 

1849 publication marked the formal establishment of the U.S. Army’s first 

comprehensive artillery system. Its 141 pages contained full descriptions and detailed 

drawings of every size and type of cannon and related equipage then used by the 

Artillery Corps.4 

Huger’s exact contributions to Artillery for the Land Service are difficult to know 

with any certainty. His opinions are buried deep in the many pages of documented test 

results and years of debate that preceded the Ordnance Board’s final report. Most of the 

credit or this significant achievement probably belongs to Alfred Mordecai. Yet clues 

to Huger’s involvement with the 1849 handbook may be found in a companion manual 

published under Huger’s name two years later. 

Instruction for Heavy Artillery was Huger’s single most important printed work. 

As its title suggests, the book’s scope was limited to the Army’s garrison, siege, and 

coastal artillery. These included fourteen pieces, from the 8-inch siege howitzers and 

mortars to the newer 42-pounder seacoast Columbiads. The manual was similar to 

Artillery for the Land Service in that it provided highly detailed illustrations of all 

relevant ordnance. Yet it also offered instruction in the formation of batteries in addition 

  

4 Alfred Mordecai, Artillery for the United States Land Service, as Devised_and 

Arranged by the Ordnance Board (Washington, 1849). 
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to simple statistical information. Huger presided over a board of officers who assisted 

him in compiling the book’s 272 pages.> 

Huger’s expertise with heavy artillery did not limit his work to that arm 

exclusively. With the completion of Artillery for the Land Service, he joined the 1849 

Ordnance Board as it addressed the task of improving small arms. He again teamed up 

with Mordecai in a working relationship that dominated every subsequent board until the 

outbreak of the Civil War.® 

Several recent innovations in military technology had brought the 1849 Board 

together. One was the product of the American inventor Samuel Colt. After years of 

failure, Colt had finally perfected the design of his six-shot repeating pistol. The board 

was impressed with Colt’s handgun as a potential replacement for the Army’s single-shot 

horse pistol. Another notable development was Christian Sharps’s breechloading carbine. 

Sharps had patented this rifled weapon just the year before as an alternative to the 

calvary musketoon. In 1850 the board agreed to accept both of these weapons on a 

limited basis after extensive trials. 

The Sharps rifle was one of a number of new arms that pointed the way to the 

future. Uniformed scientists throughout Europe and America were then on the verge of 

combining rifled weapons with self-priming cartridges. Huger conducted much of the 

  

>Benjamin Huger, Instruction for Heavy Artillery Prepared by a Board of Officers 

for the Use of the Army of the United States (Washington, 1851). The manual was the 

standard heavy artillery textbook for both the Union and Confederate armies throughout 

the Civil War. 

Falk, "Soldier-Technologist,” 287. 
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testing that would later produce a reliable shoulder arm for U.S. infantry. His 

experiments with the French "carbine 4-la-tige" and the Prussian needle gun, although 

unsatisfactory, were important steps toward this end.’ 

During the final months of 1850, Huger’s reputation endured grievous public 

embarrassment. The cause was Huger’s central role in an ordnance department scandal 

known as the "Talcott Affair." Given Huger’s penchant for conscientiousness and 

honesty, the circumstances of the scandal require some scrutiny. The case involved Col. 

George Talcott (then chief of ordnance), a bankrupt foundry, and Dr. Edward 

Carmichael, an unscrupulous arms contractor. 

In late October Carmichael approached Talcott about a contract for shot. His 

purpose was to secure a deal that would improve the financial footing of the insolvent 

Welford foundry near Fredricksburg, Virginia. Talcott then initiated some "unofficial 

correspondence" with Huger at Fort Monroe. A week later, Huger granted Carmichael 

a contract for 500 tons of 32-pounder shot at a cost of over $33,000. Besides needing 

the shot, Huger was familiar with the high quality of the foundry’s work. He thought 

  

’The French eventually abandoned the "carbine a-la-tige" system because of an 
unresolved windage problem. However, it provided an important first step in the 

development of a bullet that expanded into the grooves of a rifled barrel. This imparted 

a twist to the projectile, which resulted in improved accuracy. The Prussian "needle 

gun" was notable for its reliance upon a cartridge that contained the priming cap and 

powder in a single unit. A needle-shaped firing pin ignited both simultaneously. The 

piece was therefore simpler to load, although it frequently jammed after several firings. 

Jac Weller, "Flintlock to Percussion Rifle: Fifteen Critical Years in Infantry Weapons 
Development," Ordnance (Nov.-Dec., 1952), 448; Hugh Pollard, A History of Firearms 

(New York, 1973), 161-6. 
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it would be in the department’s best interest if Carmichael and his partner, Mr. Welford, 

remained in business.® 

A serious problem arose when Carmichael immediately sold his contract to 

Richmond’s Tredegar Iron Works at a substantial profit. Huger had unwittingly allowed 

this transaction because of his ignorance of a temporary dip in the market price of iron 

ore. This naturally inflated the contract’s value. Huger then discovered that Mr. 

Welford, Carmichael’s partner, had died some time previously. Carmichael had kept this 

news secret with good reason. Apparently, he was only Welford’s financial backer; 

Welford actually ran the foundry’s daily operations. It is far from clear whether 

Carmichael ever truly intended to keep the Welford foundry open. He simply moved on, 

leaving Huger and Talcott in deep trouble with the War Department.” 

Secretary of War Charles Conrad ordered a court martial in June, 1851, to 

investigate the obvious appearance of corruption. He was particularly disturbed with the 

way in which Talcott had initiated the scheme without the War Department’s knowledge. 

The Chief of Ordnance then prejudiced his case even further. Talcott attempted 

to deny the existence of the unofficial correspondence. This mortified Huger. He and 

Talcott had been friends for over a decade. His superior was now asserting that Huger 

  

8George Talcott to Benjamin Huger, Nov. 1 and 6, 1850, Benjamin Huger to George 

Talcott, Nov. 5, 1850, Benjamin Huger to Edward Carmichael, Nov. 8, 1850, Huger 

Papers, Virginia; Statement of Benjamin Huger, Nov. 1, 1851, Vol. III, Harpers Ferry 

National Park. 

*Charles Stone to Benjamin Huger, Nov. 22 and 23, 1850, Gov. Kemble to 

Benjamin Huger, Nov. 23, 1850, Statement of Benjamin Huger, April 25, 1851, Huger 

Papers, North Carolina. 
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had concluded a contract without authority from the Ordnance Department. The ploy did 

not work. The court determined that Talcott had attempted to impede the investigation 

and had flagrantly violated departmental regulations. On July 10, Conrad dismissed 

Talcott from service. He named Col. Henry Craig as his replacement. !° 

Huger fared much better than Talcott but did not escape censure. The court 

found his conduct "irregular and negligent." It held Huger accountable for his 

carelessness with public funds and for his disregard of procedural guidelines. Huger’s 

stated desire to assure a continued supply of good quality shot was irrelevant. So was 

his assertion that he was not aware of Welford’s death. Huger tried to appeal the court’s 

verdict to Craig and President Millard Fillmore. Huger was profoundly disappointed 

when both men endorsed the court’s ruling. !! 

Huger steadfastly maintained his innocence. There can be no doubt that his 

actions were well-intentioned. Yet his cordial relationship with Talcott probably 

encouraged a certain degree of imprudence in the conduct of official business. The 

habits into which the two men fell were probably intended to circumvent regulations that 

both found cumbersome and unnecessary. This was what motivated the formation of 

Huger’s siege train company three years earlier. The same teamwork had also enabled 

Huger to return home from the Mexican War much earlier than did most of his 

  

10The court martial met from June 23 to July 8, 1851. Records of the Judge 
Advocate General’s Office, Record Group 153, Court Martial Case File No. HH60, 

National Archives. 

Charles Conrad to Benjamin Huger, Dec. 13, 1852, Vol. III, Harpers Ferry 

National Park. 
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comrades. Huger’s greatest fault was that he had come to rely on Talcott’s abilities as 

an expediter. Under the present circumstances, this thinking left Huger vulnerable to 

charges of impropriety and negligence that were entirely justified. 

The conclusion of the Talcott affair marked the end of Huger’s duty at Fort 

Monroe. On July 26, 1851, he relinquished command of the arsenal after more than 

seventeen years at that tranquil post. Huger’s new orders gave him the superintendency 

of the Harpers Ferry Armory. No direct evidence exists suggesting that his new orders 

were the result of the scandal. Yet Huger’s correspondence with his fellow officers 

clearly reveals the War Department’s punitive intentions. 12 

The Harpers Ferry Armory provided employment for a dirty factory town of 

roughly 350 workers. It sat in the bottom of a steep canyon formed by the confluence of 

the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers. The rifle and musket factories, the armory’s 

principle operations, were the sources of the excessive noise and foul air that 

characterized life in the valley. There were no schools. Town society was backward and 

unrefined compared with that found at Old Point. "Wretched" was how one 

contemporary traveler described the settlement. Another said that Harpers Ferry "looked 

like a string of dominoes. nl3 

  

12] W. Washington to Benjamin Huger, Dec. 22, 1851 and H. G. Shields to 
Benjamin Huger, March 9, 1852, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

13 Henry Craig to Jefferson Davis, Mar. 17, 1854, Vol. XII, Harpers Ferry National 

Park. Quotations are from Merrit Roe Smith, Harpers Ferry and the New Technology 
(ithaca, N.Y.: 1977), 275. 
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Harpers Ferry’s physical environs were not all that Huger would find 

objectionable. Command of the post typically went to an officer with the rank of major. 

Huger’s regular rank was still captain. He diplomatically stated to Col. Craig that "I do 

not want to step over anyone’s head" in accepting the new assignment. Craig’s reply 

was only that Huger’s services at Harpers Ferry "were much needed." The issue of rank 

would be discussed later. !4 

More than a little truth prevailed in Craig’s assertion. The armory had 

experienced its share of labor unrest since the Army took over its operations ten years 

earlier. This had become necessary to combat frequent drunkenness and other abuses 

that had lessened the arsenal’s productivity and quality of work. Even so, there had been 

one major strike and the murder of a former superintendent. Adding to the discontent 

was Harpers Ferry’s meddlesome congressional representative, Charles J. Faulkner. He 

capitalized on worker unrest as a means of maintaining his political support. Craig 

looked to Huger’s characteristically genial nature and reputation for efficiency to bring 

order to chaos. 9 

  

14Renjamin Huger to Henry Craig, July 26 and Sept. 6, 1851, Henry Craig to 

Benjamin Huger, July 29, 1851, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

15Benjamin Huger to Henry Craig, June 8, 1853, Letters Received by the Ordnance 

Office, Record Group 156, National Archives; Henry Craig to Jefferson Davis, Mar. 17, 

1854, Vol. XII, Harpers Ferry National Park. An excellent discussion of the Arsenal’s 
long running labor problems appears in Smith, Harpers Ferry and the New Technology, 

252-74. 
The Harpers Ferry Armory had been an important object of political patronage 

prior to its takeover by the Ordnance Department. Congressman Faulkner resented this 

intrusion by the Federal government. He routinely objected to alleged abuses of 
(continued...) 
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As superintendent of the Harpers Ferry Armory, Huger was the overseer of a 

complex operation. Waterpower drove the lathes, stamp mills, and other machinery at 

the musket factory and rifle works. This required constant maintenance of the 

waterworks and an extensive system of canals. The paved streets and terraced grounds 

also demanded endless repair. Timber cut from neighboring hillsides provided wood for 

the forges and furnaces. A lumber mill turned out blanks for gunstocks, which were then 

dried in the stockhouse before lathing. Each factory also maintained its own arsenal for 

storing finished arms. 

Output at Harpers Ferry was not as great as that of its sister armory at 

Springfield, Massachusetts. Labor troubles were mostly to blame. Occasional flooding, 

particularly the disastrous flood of 1852, also slowed production. Still, the Armory 

manufactured 11,000-16,000 Model 1841 (.54 caliber) rifles and Model 1842 (.69 

caliber) muskets annually while under Huger’s direction (Fig. 5.1, p. 129). These were 

in addition to the completion of over 100,000 miscellaneous accoutrements and assorted 

components every year. The number of repairs to older arms varied, 1® 

Huger’s responsibilities do not appear to have slowed his work with experimental 

ordnance. Most of his trials with the carbine-a-la-tige and the needle gun occurred while 

at Harpers Ferry. Other significant tests involved a troublesome automatic priming 

  

I3¢, . continued) 

workers’ rights in an effort to return the Armory to civilian control. In August, 1854 

his efforts succeeded. Ibid, 301. 

16Tpid.., Appendix, table 1. 
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Model 1816 Musket 
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system designed by Edward Maynard, an American inventor (Fig. 5.1, p. 129). Failures 

often overshadowed successes. However, there could be little doubt that these 

technologies would soon revolutionize American small arms design. !7 

The Armory appears to have flourished under Huger’s administration. Huger had 

earned the respect of a sizeable portion of Harpers Ferry’s citizens. Suspicions still 

lingered, but Huger gave "as much satisfaction to the Artisans as a military 

1 

Superintendent could give." He also completed the last phase of the site’s nine-year 

modernization program. This placed the Armory on an equal technological footing with 

any European arsenal then in operation. 18 

Neither of these accomplishments could hide Huger’s dissatisfaction with his duty 

post. He waited little more than a year before lobbying for another transfer. In January, 

1853, Huger bluntly told Col. Craig, "I have had my turn." He also reminded his 

superior that he still held a captain’s rank. Craig seemed to sympathize. However, 

  

17 Henry Craig to Jefferson Davis, Jan. 11, 1853, Vol. XII, Harpers Ferry, National 

Park; Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 413. The Maynard tape priming system functioned 

much like a toy cap pistol. Cocking the rifle advanced a fresh priming cap into position 
under the hammer. The caps came in paper rolls that were loaded into a protective 

housing located on the lockplate. Huger gave the device only lukewarm support. He 

found the mechanism too fragile for field use, and the caps too susceptible to moisture. 

Only in 1856 did the Harpers Ferry Arsenal regularly produced Maynard’s system. 

Stuart E. Brown, The Guns of Harpers Ferry (Berryville, Va, 1968), 103. 

18tHenry Craig to Jefferson Davis, Mar. 17, 1854, Vol. XII, Harpers Ferry National 

Park; Quotations are from Virginia Free Press, Mar. 9, 1854. 
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another fourteen months lapsed before Huger received his new orders. In March, 1854, 

he at last departed Harpers Ferry for the Army’s arsenal at Pikesville, Maryland. !? 

Huger’s transfer to the Pikesville facility inaugurated a period of personal and 

professional rebirth. The Arsenal’s proximity to Baltimore ended his social and cultural 

isolation. In addition, commanding an arsenal entailed fewer responsibilities. This 

permitted more work on ordnance board business, Huger’s primary interest. No doubt 

an important psychological boost came from his home state of South Carolina. In 

December, Governor J. S. Manning and the state’s General Assembly publicly honored 

Huger for his "gallant and meritorious service" to the Army. Completing Huger’s 

restoration was his promotion to major on February 15 of the following year. Sadly, 

Huger’s father died the day before.20 

During the remaining half-decade, Huger labored in the twilight of a long career 

with the U.S. Ordnance Department. His most notable achievements lie in the results 

of the 1855 and 1858 ordnance boards. Both boards represent milestones in America’s 

search for military parity with the nations of Europe. 

The 1855 Board limited itself almost exclusively to the issue of small arms 

improvements. Its most far reaching decision was the formal adoption of rifled shoulder 

arms. Huger’s trials at Harpers Ferry had been crucial to this step. These tests resulted 

  

'9Renjamin Huger to Henry Craig, Jan. 3, 1853, Huger Papers, Virginia; “Military 

History of Ordnance Officers," Vol. I, Record Group 156, National Archives. 

2bid; J. S. Manning to Benjamin Huger, Dec. 10, 1854, Huger Papers, Virginia; 

"Pedigree of Huger, South Carolina," Transactions of the Hugenot Society LXXII 

(1967), 3. 
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in a bullet that borrowed some of its design from the French (Fig. 5.1, p. 129). It would 

be eventually manufactured only in a .58 caliber size to fit the new Model 1855 "rifled 

musket." This would standardize infantry weapons by eliminating the need for both the 

.54 caliber rifle and the .69 caliber smoothbore musket. More significantly, the Model 

1855 rifle featured greatly improved range and accuracy. American infantry tactics 

would be profoundly affected by this fact during the next decade.*! 

Major improvements to the system of artillery occurred as the 1850s drew to a 

close. A hallmark of this era was the 1858 Board’s adoption of the 12-pounder 

"Napoleon" gun-howitzer design. This cannon derived its name from France’s emperor, 

Louis Napoleon, who supported the gun’s development. The Napoleon’s light weight 

and superior maneuverability made it a highly versatile weapon. As its name suggests, 

the piece possessed the characteristics of both gun and howitzer. Its acceptance outdated 

three older field pieces: the 6- and 12-pounder guns, and the 12-pounder howitzer. 

Field artillery now consisted of the Napoleon, the 12-pounder mountain howitzer, the 24- 

pounder gun, and the 24- and 32-pounder field howitzers. The Napoleon’s acceptance 

thus marked the final adjustment to the antebellum’s Army’s system of artillery. This 

  

21Captain Claude Minie received credit for developing the French bullet. The 

projectile and its American cousin were later referred to as "minie balls." There has 
been some debate in recent years over whether rifled small arms truly affected tactics 

during the American Civil War. British military historian Paddy Griffith denies the 

conventional wisdom in Battle Tactics of the American Civil War (New Haven and 

London, 1987). 
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step permitted the formation of smaller, more efficient field batteries. Supply problems 

were reduced in a similar fashion.” 

Rifled artillery also came of age during America’s last antebellum decade. 

Huger’s experiments with this technology dated to at least 1850. His tests involved the 

Army’s largest seacoast guns. However, problems with loading and windage had 

retarded the acceptance of a workable system. Huger and Mordecai favored a stronger 

commitment to research in this area. The War Department disagreed. As a result, 

Huger spent the decade’s remaining two years experimenting with improvements to the 

old stalwart smoothbores. Not until 1861 would rifling technology become reliable 

enough to warrant full-scale production. When it did, field artillery would be the first 

to benefit.2? 

By 1860 American military technology was equal to that of any European nation. 

The Ordnance Department may rightfully claim most of the credit for this result. It 

provided guidance and momentum to American weapons development. In doing so, it 

gave birth to an ordnance industry that responded to military problems of a uniquely 

American character. Government-owned armories and foundries continued to supply 

most of the Army’s ordnance needs. Greater privatization of the industry was imminent 

  

22Harold Peterson, Rammers and Roundshot (Harrisonburg, PA, 1969), 91; 

Birkhimer, Historical Sketch, 285. 

23George Talcott to Benjamin Huger, Letters to Ordnance Officers, Record Group 

156, National Archives; Falk, "Soldier-Technologist," 418, 486. 
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as sectional differences reached a climax. Yet the body of knowledge that fueled this 

technological revolution rested securely in the hands of a small scientific community. 

There were never more than forty-one officers in the Ordnance Department of the 

antebellum Army. Within this exclusive society, Benjamin Huger was certainly in the 

first rank. His contributions to the understanding of science and military technology 

spanned more than three decades. He was closely associated with every significant 

ordnance development of his era. His experiences during the Mexican War gave him 

valuable practical knowledge unique within his department. By 1861, Huger’s 

achievements in the field and on staff assignments left him with few peers.24 

Huger gladly shared his distinguished reputation with one colleague . That officer 

was, of course, Alfred Mordecai. Huger and Mordecai’s close personal and professional 

relationship largely defined the Ordnance Department’s accomplishments for over twenty 

years. They gave direction and continuity--a process--to the development of American 

weapons technology. As the Union came unraveled in the spring of 1861, this 

partnership ended. "And so one by one," a young Stephen Vincent Benet remarked, "the 

shining lights of the Ordnance are being extinguished, and those of us who are left cannot 

but grieve at the sad necessity that forces our best officers from the Army. n25 

  

24Tbid., 544; Carl L. Davis, Arming the Union: Small Arms in the Civil War (Port 
Washington, N.Y., 1973), 14. 

25Stephen Vincent Benet to Alfred Mordecai, May 13, 1861, Alfred Mordecai 

Papers, Library of Congress. Stanley Falk is very positive on the subject of Huger’s and 
Mordecai’s teamwork. “More than anyone else, they were responsible for the 

development of military technology during the 22 years before the Civil War." Falk, 
"Soldier-Technologist," 287. 
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EPILOGUE 

The Army attained its technological prowess just as civil war erupted. This was 

indeed a tragic twist of fate. Huger appreciated the irony of his position. He had spent 

his professional life developing weapons that would enhance America’s national security. 

Now America would turn that armament on itself. Even worse, Huger’s home state of 

South Carolina led the way to disunion. 

On April 22, 1861, Huger resigned from the U.S. Army. This was a decision 

he had tried desperately to avoid. He briefly considered retiring from public service, as 

Mordecai had done. It was Huger’s greatest misfortune that he did not. ! 

Huger was a reluctant Confederate. His resignation came eight days after his 

friend, Maj. Robert Anderson surrendered Fort Sumter. Many of South Carolina’s most 

influential citizens had pleaded for Huger’s assistance. Governor Francis Pickens 

endorsed their call. Huger refused their entreaties. His strongest statement had been an 

earlier pledge to defend Anderson and his garrison from mob violence. This act 

heightened suspicions of Huger’s loyalty as South Carolina prepared for war.” 

  

{Benjamin Huger to Adj. Gen. Office, Apr. 22, 1861, Benjamin Huger to Winfield 

Scott, undated, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

2Cleland Huger to Benjamin Huger, Dec. 14 and 24, 1860, Alfred Huger to 

Benjamin Huger, Dec. 25, 1860, Alfred Ravenal to Benjamin Huger, Dec. 28 and 30, 

1860, Huger Papers, Virginia. Huger’s intention to defend Anderson appears in Abner 

Doubleday, Reminiscences of Forts Sumter and Moultrie in 1860-61 (New York, 1876), 

42. 
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Huger’s reluctance should not be equated with any strongly held pro-Northern 

sentiment; he favored the idea of a Southern confederacy. Where Huger broke ranks 

with his more radical contemporaries was over the necessity of violence. He consistently 

warned against "any act tending to a civil war which none of us may see the end of." 

He added that "violent action is giving aid to our fanatical enemies and tends to alienate 

t our [Northern] friends." Huger looked to the absence of armed conflict as a means of 

buying time. He was convinced that "men of sense" could arrive at an amicable parting 

of the ways. Unfortunately, it was much too late to save the Union through political 

compromise. 3 

The "coercion" of Maryland ultimately dragged Huger into the Confederacy. He 

deeply resented the Lincoln administration’s routing of Union troops through Baltimore 

for the defense of Washington. The subsequent rioting on April 19 killed three union 

soldiers and several civilians. Unlike earlier events in Charleston, the Federal 

government was now the aggressor. "Maryland is being invaded by undisciplined hordes 

of people," Huger fumed at his old friend Gen. Winfield Scott. "[She] has a right to 

defend herself if the U.S. gov’t. can’t/won’t do it," he concluded. With this, Huger quit 

the Pikesville Arsenal to accept a major’s rank in the 53rd Maryland Guards.4 

The die was cast. A single event ended months of ambivalence and trepidation. 

Huger had tied his uncertain future to a gamble of the highest order. When Maryland 

  

3Benjamin Huger to Alfred Ravenal, Jan. 3, 1861, Huger Papers, Virginia. 

4Statement of Benjamin Huger, undated, Benjamin Huger to Winfield Scott, April 

23, 1861, ibid. 
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ultimately refused to leave the Union, Huger volunteered his services to the Confederate 

army. His transformation was complete. The Confederacy’s fight was now his. 

Huger’s success as a field officer did not match his commitment to the Southern 

cause. He performed poorly during the 1862 Peninsula Campaign. First at the battle 

of Seven Pines, then again at Glendale and Malvern Hill, Huger stood idly by while 

severe fighting occurred elsewhere on the field. Existing evidence reveals that Generals 

James Longstreet and Joseph E. Johnston conspired to blame Huger for their own failures 

at Seven Pines. Incompetence at army headquarters exacerbated Huger’s own difficulties 

with divisional command during the other two battles. The campaign ended with Huger’s 

transfer to the Trans-Mississippi Department. There he quietly served the Confederacy 

as an inspector of artillery until war’s end.> 

  

>General Gustavus Smith offers the best account of Johnston’s and Longstreet’s 

duplicity concerning Seven Pines in Gustavus Smith, "Two Days at Seven Pines," Battles 

and Leaders of the Civil War (New York, 1884-1887), II, 220-63. General Cadmus 

Wilcox’s official report verifies Smith’s conclusions in U.S. War Department (comp.), 

The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and 

Confederate Armies (Washington, 1880-1901), Ser. I, Vol. XI, Pt. 1, 986. Longstreet’s 

version is also in Official Records, Ser. I, Vol. XI, Pt. 1, 940 and in James Longstreet, 

From Manassas to Appomattox: Memories of the Civil War in America (Philadelphia, 

1896), 87-88, 91-92. For Johnston’s views, see Official Records, Ser. I, Vol. XI, Pt. 

1, 933, 935, 938, and Joseph E. Johnston, Narrative of Military Operations 

(Bloomington, 1959), 132. Huger’s report also appears in Official Records, ibid, 938. 
The best general treatments of the battles of Glendale and Malvern Hill are in 

Douglas Southall Freeman, Lee’s Lieutenants: A Study in Command Vol. I (New York: 
1944), 558-602 and Stephan W. Sears, To the Gates of Richmond: The Peninsula 

Campaign (New York: 1992), 284-335. Huger defended his action at Glendale in 

Benjamin Huger to "My dear Brother," (Cleland Huger), July 28, 1862, Huger Papers, 

Virginia. 
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Huger never emerged from under the cloud of his wartime conduct. In many 

parts of the South, his name had become synonymous with the Confederacy’s military 

failures. Virginians remembered him as the one who let Gen. George McClellan’s 

Yankees escape certain annihilation at Glendale. South Carolinians remained vexed by 

Huger’s seemingly lukewarm support of secession.© 

The old general initially settled in Baltimore, very much aware of his exile status. 

Following the death of his wife and eldest son in 1867, Huger moved to northern 

Virginia. In 1869, he "retired from the world" to a 272-acre farm in Fauquier County. 

He devoted his remaining years to the support of his daughter, Celestine Huger Preston, 

and her three children. ’ 

Huger’s bitterness with the war faded with time. It probably helped that many 

former Confederate officers bore him no ill will. Even Jefferson Davis was forgiving 

in his recollections of the Peninsula Campaign. Huger also commiserated with Union 

  

Elizabeth Pinckney Huger to Frank Huger, May 6, 1878, ibid. 

7Deed Book, Vol. LXI, 186, Clerk’s Office, Fauquier County, Virginia; Quotations 

are from Benjamin Huger to Raleigh E. Colston, Jul. 3, 1872, Raleigh Edward Colston 

Papers, University of North Carolina. Huger’s death initiated a family campaign to 

restore his public reputation. The efforts were unsuccessful and ceased altogether with 

the deaths of Huger’s three surviving sons. Huger’s strongest written defense of his 

actions appears in his "Notes made at the request of B.C. Howard to McCabe’s Life of 

Gen. Lee, pgs. 154-155, 156-157," and Benjamin Huger to "Dear Brother" (Cleland 

Huger), July 28, 1862, Huger Papers, Virginia. 
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General Fitz-John Porter, who was similarly vilified following the second Federal defeat 

at Manassas, Virginia.® 

It is no surprise that Alfred Mordecai remained Huger’s closest friend. Upon 

Huger’s death in 1877, he recalled "a friendship of more than fifty years, uninterrupted 

by a harsh word or thought." He praised Huger’s "amiable disposition, high tone of 

character and fine spirit which marked his course through life. "9 

Mordecai barely mentioned Huger’s Confederate service. He spoke instead to his 

late comrade’s distinguished Mexican War record, and of his noteworthy contributions 

to the Ordnance Department. It was a fitting tribute despite the obvious sensitivity to 

Huger’s misfortunes in Virginia. Mordecai intended to honor the memory of a friend 

and fellow soldier-scientist. Huger never claimed to be anything more. 

  

8Jefferson Davis to Frank Huger, Jan. 14, 1878, Jefferson Davis to John Preston, 

Jan. 18, 1878, ibid. In addition to Colston and Porter, Huger maintained cordial 

relationships with John Singleton Moseby and Gustavus Smith. Benjamin Huger to Frank 

Huger, Sept. 29, 1868, ibid. 
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